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The history of men's basketball in the Netherlands was
·traced from its introduction in 1926 until the end of the

1979-80 season.

The history was considered in 4 time

periods: (1) the Amsterdam period, (2) the early N.B.B.
period, (3) the developmental period, and (4) the topsport
period.
~y

The development was shown to have been influenced

(1) the availability of facilities, (2) the international

-events held in the Netherlands, (3) the financial support

received from various sources, and (4) the exposure in the
eport media.

.

.

It is believed that fut.ure progress will

depend ori positive developments in each of these areas.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
.Significance of the Study
Within a short time after Dr. James Naismith
invented basketball in 1891e the game was being accepted
·.-,. as a new sport in many countries.

In the nearly 90 years

.. of its existence, it has grown to be one of the most
~opular

and widespread international sports in the world.

- ~Basketball

clubs, amateur and professional leagues, and

interscholastic programs provide ·c ompetition for almost
every age

level ~

-~asketball
~ecome

The Netherlands is a country where

got a fairly lat e start, but it has grown to

a very popular sporta
Clarke and Clarke (1970, p. 6J) stated that

- - ~history

serves to bring together information about and to

tell an accurate continuous story of past events."
-~f

A ·study

the history of butch basketball should provide such a

· --continuous story of its ct·e velopment.

According to Van

-D alen and Bennett (1971, p. v i ii), "a study of history
~brings

distant times and conditions into focus to help us

-mnderstand our modern heritage.

It also helps illuminate

- :.-: and identify approaching guideposts."
~ditions

The times and con-

during which basketball developed in the Netherlands

·must certainly have affected its development.

A study of

this development will also hel p to indicate future

' .
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directions that the sport will take in the Netherlands.

Rice, Hutchinson, and Lee (1969, p. iii) indicated
that "the history of any subject may be taken as a means
of measuring its progress.

It demonstrates the relation-

ship existing between certain elements in civilization and
. the status of the subject in a particular society.

Only

through the study of history can a broad and appreciative
view of the subject be obtained."

A study of the historical

.- development of Dutch basketball will show what progress it
has made as a sport within Dutch society.
Zeigler (1979, p. x) indicated that "worldwide
interest in sport has been a significant force in the
heightening of concern for
pretation. ce
tion

~ccurs

his~orical

analysis and inter-

Certainly, a g_r eat deal o:f basketball competiat the international level.

Although America

'.: may still be the strongest basketball power in the world,
~here

are a number of nations which .are competing for that

position.

The question then arises, how have these other

countries reached the level where they can challenge the
United States for its position, and where does the
-Netherlands fit in this challenge?

Zeigler also stated

(1979, p. 133) that "sport reflects .the society in which
it occurs; that people at play reveal significant things
about themselves and their culture or civilization."
~hat

is true, than a study of Dutch basketball history

If

3
should also reveal something about Dutch people and their
society.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to trace the development of the sport of men's basketball in the Netherlands
-from its introduction until the end of the 1980 season.
Hypothesis ·
It was hypothesized that the development of men's

_basketball in the Netherlands has been influenced most
greatly by (1) the availability of facilities, (2) international basketball events held within the Netherlands,

(3) financial support

:f'rom the government, the sport

· .l.ottery, and sponsors, and ( 4) expos_ure to the public
.. through the sport media.

It was further hypothesized that

· future development will depend on developments in each of
these areaso
Scope
This study vdll deal with the origin and develop-ment of men's basketball in the Netherlands from its intro. · ~-~- t\_uction in 1926 until the end of the 1980 season.
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Limitations
In conducting this study the following limitations
were identified:
1.

The study was limited to the first available

recorded instance that men's basketball was played in the
Netherlands until the end of the 1980 season.
2o

The study was limited by the availability of

literature and records.

Most records of the A.M.V.J. were

destroyed on the night in 1940 that the Netherlands was
invaded by Germany.

It was necessary to rely on personal

interviews with individuals who were directly involved with
Dutch basketball during this and other periods.
List of Important Terms and Abbreviations ·
The f'ollowing terms

a""~. d

abbreviations are employed

in this paper:

A.B.B.

The Amsterdam Basketball Federation (A.B.B.)

·was formed in 1946 by basketball players from Amsterdam.
A.M. V. J.

The A.M. v . J. is the Young H·en. 1 s Christian

Association (Y.H.C . A.) of the Netherlands.

C.R. M.

The Department of Culture, Recreation, and

Social Work (C.R.M.) provides government subsidies for
various sport organizations .

DG.
today.

The Dutch Guilder (DG) is worth about $0.40

5
E.B.A.

The European Basketball Association (E.B.A.)

. was the title given to the professional basketball league

which promoters attempted to organize in the early 1970's.

E.C.

The European Championship Tournament (E.C.)

_is held every other year to determine the top teams in
Europe.

F.A.H.o.s.

The -Federation of Amsterdam Secondary

.-Schools for Relaxation and Sport (F.A.H.o.s.) is a youth
division of the A.M.V.J.
F.I.B.A.

The International Amateur Basketball

Federation (F.I.B.A.) is the international ruling body for
.,.amateur basketball . competition.
Korfball.

Korfball is a Dutch coed sport in which

-a ball is shot at a 13 foot high basket.
N.B.B.

The Dutch Basketball Federation (N.B.B.) is

---the national organization for basketball in the Netherlands.

N.O.C.

The Dutch Olympic Committee (N.O.C.) provides

.financial assistance for the development of national sport
· ~ teams

of the · Netherlands.
N.S.F.

The Dutch Sport Federation (N.S.F.) is a

· national ·organi_zation which helps to coordinate the efforts
of the various n·a tional sport organizations.
O.K.W.

The Department of Education, Art, and

Science (O.K.W.) was the original government department to
provide a subsidie to sport organizations.

6
Omroep Wet.

The Omroep Wet is the broadcasting

1aw which, among other things, prohibits illegal advertising.
Poule.

A poule is a group of teams in a tournament.

Randstad.

The Randstad is the heavily populated

area of the Netherlands along the west coast.
Sluik Reklame.

Sluik reklame is the illegal adver-

tising which is prohibited by the Omroep Wet.
· .Subsidie.

A subsidie (English spelling, subsidy) is

the financial assistance given to various sports by the
·~ government

and other large organizations.

V.S.N.

The Union of Dutch Sport Sponsors (V.S.N.)

is an organization formed by several companies which were
-providing financial assistance to various sport clubs.

The

goal of the organization is to provide a voice in the
··discussions about sportsponsoring.
- Review of Related Literature
For · this study, literature was reviewed about the
,history of basketball in foreign countries.

Mitchelson

(1968) studied the evolution of men's basketball in Canada
~rom

1892 until 1936.

He used many sources, most of which

--were Canadian, to gather information for his study.

He

used books, periodicals, various reports, newspapers,
unpublished material, letters, and interviews to gather
.i nformation.

Using a chronological approach, he reviewed

?

the origin of the game of basketball, its inventor, its
.beginning in Canada, and the effects of various organizations and periods of time upon the growth and development
-.o~

basketball in Canada .
In his own book, James Naismith (1941) discussed
-·

,~he

- ~·

~-

spread of basketball to various parts of the world.

-~sketball
~~~issionary

was introduced into South America in 1896 by a
stationed in Brazil o

- .,McKenzie College in Sao Paulo.

He started a team at
Jesse Hopkins also did

-much to promote the game throughout Sotith America and
_-,b ecame known as the father of basketball in South America.
~Basketball

seemed to be

Indies by the 1920's .

fir~ly

established in the West

It became very popular on the islands

.of Jamaica, Cuba, and Puerto Rico.

In the Far East, China

-was introduced to the game in 1898 by
former Princeton centere
··siler

~urther

Gaily, a

Several years later, Dr. Charles

influenced the game so that it gained the

-- popularity it now has today.
-:-~he

~obert

In 1908, Dr. Max J. Exner,

National Director for the Y .M.C .A . , helped

-·.game by organizing leagues and tournaments.

spr~ad

the

Japan had

---received basketball as a girl's sport by 1900.

It wasn • t

-until about 1913 that the sport was accepted for boys
through the efforts of Franklin Brown, a Chicago Y.M.C.A.
graduate.

The Y.M.C.A . wa s also responsible for introducing

and promoting the game in I n dia .

By 1920, physical

8

educators were being trained in Madras, India for all parts
of India, Burma, and Ceylon.

The Philippines were probably

introduced to basketball by American soldiers.

By 1910, a

league was organized, and the sport was being promoted by
the Manilla Y.M.C.A. and the Bureau of Education.
translated the rules in about 1924.

Turkey

In 1925, Egypt formed

the Egyptian Basketball Union through the efforts of
G. M. Tamblyn and Dr. W. A. Eddy.

Syria was introduced to

basketball in 1901 by Joseph A. Goodhue, a physical educator
at the Protestant College in Beirut.

He organized eight

teams and a tournament at the College.

Fox (1974) reports

that a 190) intradepartment game at the Protestant College
in Beirut was played before 1,500 spectators.
players on a side, the Preparatory Department

With seven
defe~ted

the

Collegiate Department by a score of 2-0.
In Europe, World _War I had a strong influence on
. the spread of basketball.

Although Naismith found a

French translation of the rules dated 1897, it was "the
American military which helped establish basketball as a
popular men's sport.

After the Armistice, both the French

and Italians furnished strong teams to the Inter-Allied
Games held in Paris.

Miss Bessie Fotheringham introduced

basketball, soon after its origin, as a girl's game in
England.

However, many English men refused to participate

in a game played by women.

The LondoQ Y.M.C.A. was one

9

place where men could be

~ound

playing basketball.

In 19)2,

.representatives of ten countries, Czechoslovakia, Portugal,
.. Switzerland, Latvia, Italy, Argentina, Greece, Hungary,
Bulgaria, and Rumania met to form the International

By 1936, basketball had also be-

. Federation of Basketball.

·.-:come a part of the Olympic Games in Berlin.
-According to Louis and Louis (1964), the first
basketball teams in the Soviet Union were organized in
.St. Petersburg in 1906.

It became a part of the army

training program after the 1917 revolution, and leagues
were formed in the larger cities.
that a big boos t was

giv~ en

Brokhin (1978) noted

to Sov iet b:a.sketball when the

Red Army "liberated" the Baltic in 1939.

Lithuania and

.Latvia had won three European Championships betweeq them.
Basketball was introduced at different times and
~

different means to every · part of the world.

It was

"taken by priests, military personnel, Y.M.C.A. members,
-and former basketball players ahd introduced to many parts
·· of the world .

Today it has become one of the most

popular sports in the world o

CHAPTER II
BASKETBALL IN AMSTERDAM (1926-1947)
The purpose of this study was to trace the development of the sport of men's basketball in the Netherlands
from its introduction until the end of the 1979-80 season.
The earliest years of Dutch basketball are discussed in
this chapter.

During this period Amsterdam was the only

major center for basketball in the country.
Basketball is First Played in Utrecht
In 1926, Dr.

w.

Po Hubert van Bleijenburg was named

director of the Military School for Gymnastics and Sports
in Utrecht.

Previously, Dro van Bleijenburg had studied for

several years at Springfield College in Massachusetts in the
United States"

While a

stude ~ 1t

at Springfield College, he

was introduced to the game of basketball at the very place
where it had its beginningso

When he returned to his new

position at the Military School in Utrecht, he introduced
the other sport officials of the school to the new game,
basketball.

Although they enjoyed the game, it remained a

private activityG

No immediate effort was made to expand

or promote the game of basketball outside of the school
(Appendix E--Map of the Netherlands) (Basketbal. February,

1960) .
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Basketball Comes to the Amsterdam A.M.V.J.
In 1928, Lieutenant H. Th. Rooswinkel, an official
at the Military School for Gymnastics and Sports in Utrecht,
became the head sport director :for the Amsterdam A.M.V.J.
He enjoyed the new game and recognized its potential.

Soon

after taking his position, Rooswinkel went to London to
observe basketball being played at the London Y.M.C.A. and
to obtain further information about the game (Basketbal,
. January, 1960) ..
The following year, 1929, at Mr. Rooswinkel's
:request,

N~Q

Lew Lake came to Amsterdam to give demonstra-

-tions in both basketball and volleyball.
representative of the London Y.M.C.A.

Mr. Lake was a

He worked at the

British Museum and coached a basketball team of boys from
poor sections of London.

He was a first class sportsman, }

-,as well as captain of the London Y.M.C.A. team.

He gave

,those first basketball lessons to a number of A.M.V.J.
·players in the large · gym near the Leidse Bosje (Basketbal,
-January, 1960) •
Mro Rooswinkel turned . the basketball program over

to his assistant, Dick Schmull, and a sport instructor,
Joop van Driel (Basketbal, February, 1960).

Basketball

became a part of the sports program offered by the physical
development department of the Amsterdam A.M.V.J. (Schmull,

1979).

In 1930, the Amsterdam A. M.V.J. basketball

12

committee was organized with Dick Schmull as chairman.

In

connection with the A.M.V.J. program, games were played in
the A.M.V.J. building .
of korfball players.

The first teams were made up mostly
Various korfball clubs were invited

to the

A~M,V,J,

so that they might be introduced to the

game.

Basketball was considered to be a good indoor activ-

ity to supplement their korfball training.

Mormons from

America;. serving their mission service in the Netherlands,
were quickly attracted to the program.

The korfballers

considered them to be too rough since korfball does not
allow the same contact, and a shot may not be taken when a
player is closely .guarded (Schmull, 1979).
Dick Schmull and his assistants felt the need for
further promotion of the game of basketball.

They developed

two plans during those early years which helped establish
basketball in the Amsterdam area.
organize a basketball competition.

The first plan was to
In 19J4, they decided

to hold a limited competition under the guidance of the
A.M.V.J.

There were a large number of applications for

membership, but the shortage of gym space was the reason for
quite a small league.

One team which did

made up of American Mormons.

participat~

was

For many of the participants,

basketball was still a secondary sport for indoor training.
Gradually, more players choose basketball as their primary
activity ( Schmiill', 1979; van Dr iel, 1980).

1J
Th~

second plan was to promote basketball to the

young people in the schools.

This was done, starting in

19J7, in connection with the F.A.M.o.s. Triangle Tournament (Body, Mind, and Spirit).
division of the

A.M.V.J~

F.A.M.o.s. was the youth

for secondary schools.

A

F.A.M.o.s. team had participated in the A.M.V.J. basketball program since the beginning.

The F.A.M.o.s. Triangle

Tournament included ten _activities, five sports and five
intellectual activities.
firs~

year.

Twelve schools participated the

Each school was required to participate in

all ten activities.

It was also required that these ten

activities be included in each school's program.

Since

most teachers were not familiar with basketball, · there
were special instruction courses for the teachers.

These

courses were taught by individuals who had originally
learned the game from Lew Lake.

The F.A.M.o.s. tournament

..

proved to be a big boost for basketball in Amsterdam
because the teachers were required to teach it in preparation for the tournament.

Since it was an A.M.V.J. activity, ·

the invitations were first given to its members.

Other

interested groups were also invited to participate . . By

19)8, the tournament had already becometoo large to hold in
the A.M.V.J. building.

It continued to be held until 1942,

when A.M.V.J. activities were stopped because of the German
occupation (Schmull, 1979; Basketbal, January, 1960).

.

l.

1

~i

c
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The First International Contacts
From the very beginning the A.M.V.J. sought foreign
contacts for playing basketball.

In August, 19JO, delegates

of the Amsterdam A.M.V.Jc attended the International
Conference of the Y.M.C.A. in Berlin.

During the conference,

several Dutch delegates participated on an international
~earn

which played against the American delegates.

In

-. October, 19JO, Lew Lake returned with the London Central
basketball teamo

_ Y-eM.C~A.

Games were played against the

Amsterdam AcM.V.J., F.A.M.o.s., and a team of well-known
-~ korfball

players (Basketbal, January, 1960).

At

East~r,

19J2, the first international tournament

was held in Amsterdam.

Teams from Lille, France; Brussels,

Belgium; and London, England participated.

The Dutch teams

included the A.M.V.Je and a team of korfballers.
~- ~ nament

was a revelation :for the Dutch players.

The tourBoth Bel·gium

and France had been playing basketball for a longer time,
and the game was already firmly established in these coun-tries.
~han

~Y

played a much different type of basketball

D~ch

the

players were accustomed to playing (Basketbal,

--. January, 1960) •

In. May, 19)4, the Amsterdam .A.M.V.J. participated
in its

fi~st

foreign tournament in Brusselst Belgium.

The

games were ~ayed on an outdoor court which was so soft that
dribbling

was~possible.

The Belgium tean was accustomed

15
to playing outdoqrs and simply adjusted their play.

They

played with only passes and shooting and very little
dribbling.

They preferred to play outdoors or on poor

courts, rather than wait for gymnasiums which were suitable
for basketball to be built .

They were able to adapt their

play to the type of facility available (Basketbal, January,
1960; schmull, 1979).
By the 1936-1937 season, the A.M.V.Jo league had
become quite successfulo
the A.M.V.J. building.

It was still limited, however, to
Instruction courses for referees

and coaches were offered by the A.M.V.J. with the assistance o:f people :from some of the participating teams.

These

courses were still quite primitive, due to the limited know-

ledge of the Dutch players and officials.

At Easter, 1937,

another international tournament was held by the A.M.V.J.
(van Driel, 1980).
The Amsterdam Basketball Committee
On March 7, 19)8, the initial meeting of the
Amsterdam basketball committee was held.

It was becoming

impossible for the A.M.V.J . to handle the competition by
itself.

Members of that first committee were Miss J. van

Muilwijk, Mrs. Meyer-Moos, A. Wagenaar, J. Meyer, Jan
Aldenberg, Joop van Driel, J. Hesseling, and Dick Schmull
(Basketbal,

Janua~y.

1960).
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One of the first things arranged by the committee
was · for the competition to be played in the Apollohal instead
of the A.M.V.J. building.

The Apollohal was large enough

for several courts, although it could become very cold during·\_.the winter monthso
DG 1,4?0.00.

The first budget was set at

It was to be used to pay for equipment and

rental of the gymnasium()

The committee also decided that

a DG 0.50 contribution would be collected from each player,
and a DG 0.15 fee would be charged for spectators (Basketbal,
· January, 1960) o
The new competition began on November 8, 19J8.
During the first season8 there were 21 men's teams in three
divisions, nine women's teams, and seven student teams.
Approximately 25 basketball games were played per night.
It was sometimes difficult to find officials and referees
for the games.

The public interest increased, and the

press began to publish the scores and league standings.
The entire schedule of games was played, including a number
of promotion gameso

On March 25, 1939, an inter-city game

was played between Amsterdam and Brussels, Belgium.

The

team from Brussels won by a score of 27-20 (van Driel,

1980J Basketbal, January, 1960).
On October lJ, 19J9, the Amsterdam basketball committee met again to organize the start of the second season.
It began on November 18, 1939.

Because of the world
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situation at the time, the competiti on experienced a dif:fic.u l t start..
~eams,

The number of teams had dropped to 11 men's

five women's teams, and ten student teams.

.were again played in the Apollohal.

The games

A:fter the :final game

-of the season on March JO, 1940, D.V.D. had emerged as the
,men's champion (Basketbal, January, 1960).
-The War Years
In May, 1940, the Netherlands was invaded and
. - ~occupied

by German troops.

In September, 1940, the basket-

ball committee announced the start of the new competition.
- ~he

Apollohal was no longer available! so the league was

-~orced

to return to the A.M.VeJ. gymnasium.

The A.M.V.J •

.·building in Amsterdam had been occupied by the German
Secret Service, but the gym

c. ·~uld

still be used by the

A.M.V.J. for sport activities and church services.
· ~wo

For

years, the committee was able to organize the basketball

·.~-competition

in the A.M.V.J. building.

Various "club and

"-8ssembly" regulations made it necessary to hold the games
-under the auspices o:f the A.M.V.J.
·.~was

As long as the A.M.V.J.

allowed to exist and :function e the competition could

-also exist.

However, in 1942, the A.M.VeJ. activities were

forced to stope

They were taken over by the National

Socialist Movement (N.S.B.).

Although the opening tourna-

ment was held on September 14-18, 1942, the competition was
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eventually forced to stop because of too little interest
(Schmull, 1979; Basketbal, January, 1960).
During the remaining years of the German occupation,
basketball was limited to a few scattered instances.

The

police club, A.P .G.S., held a few make-up games in the
police gymnasium (Schmull , 1979; van Driel, 1980).

In

August, 1944, a demonstration game was played in Rotterdam
by the Lakonians, a team made up of some of the first Dutch

basketball playerse

In September, 1944, D.E.D. organized

a tournament, but it had to be cancelled because of "Dolle
Dinsdag" . ("Mad Tuesday"--the day that a large portion of
the Netherlands was liberated).

Many Germans and N.S.B.

members tried to flee from the country because they feared
that the remainder of the country would also soon be freed.
Only three weeks after liberation day, in spite of the
severe hardships of the hunger-winter of 1944-45, there
was a chance to play
troops.

a game

with some of the Canadian army

On May JO, 1945, the Lakonians again played a

Canadian army team for the opening of the new police gym in
Amsterdam.

More games were played with the Canadian teams,

especially in Rotterdam, where Canadian troops were
stationed

nea~

the harbore

These contacts with the Canadians

in Rotterdam, led by Jan Wunderink and Huib van Mastrigt,
were very important in renewing interest in basketball.
They also provided valuable promotion for the game in
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Rotterdam (Basketbal, January, 1960; Schmull, 1979).
The Amsterdam Basketball Federation
On November 1J, 1945, invitations were sent out for
a meeting to organi ze the Amsterdam Basketball Federation
(A.B.B.) .

The fir st meeting took place on November 28,

1945, in the A.M . V. J . building.

They decided, based on

their previous expe ri ence with organizing_competitions,
that if they were going to bring basketball to the level
they wanted and give it the position among the other sports
that it deserved, it wa s necessary t o replace the unofficial
committee with an offic ial organization .

As a result of

the meeting, the Amsterdam Basketball Federation was
officially founded on Dec ember 12, 1945.

The first com-

petition under the A.B.B . was -held in the Apollohal
(Basketbal, January, 1960) .
On June 18 , 1946, t he fi rst Annual General Assembly
of the A.B.B. was held mark i ng the end of the first season
of play .

One comment made by t he executive board was that

the players did not understand the nature of the game of
basketball.

This was evident by the amount of physical

contact in each game .

As a result, several new rules were

passed, one of which required a player with four personal
fouls to leave the game.

Stronger measures were also to

be taken against unsportsmanlike conduct (Basketbal,
January, 1960).
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A Dutch team coached by Dick Schmull participated

in its first European Championships (E.C.) in 1946.

The

team, made up mostly of korfballers and a few A.M.V.J.
members, traveled to Geneva, Swi t zerland, where it managed
to place sixth out of ten participating national teams
( schmull, 1979) .
For the 1946-47 season, the competition was moved
to the R.A.I. building i n Amsterdam.
large enough to hold five courts.

This building was

By this time, the compe-

tition had grown to five men's divisions, three women's
divisions, and a separate s t udent competition (Basketbal,
January, 1960) .
Summary

Although basketball wa ·> f i rst played in Utrecht, it
was Lew Lake from London who brought basketball to Amsterdam.

It first became part of the A. H. V. J. program, an·d later a
competition was organized in the Apollohal.
a brief halt in the competition,

b~t

W.W. II led to

after the war contact

was established with Canadian military teams.

Amsterdam

players formed the Amsterdam Basketball Federation in 1945,
and the Dutch national team co mpeted _in its first European
Championships in 1946.

CHAPTER III
THE EARLY YEARS OF THE DUTCH BASKETBALL FEDERATION
(1947-1960)
During this period a national organization was
formed in order to promote basketball throughout more of
the country.

Gradually, more districts joined the national

organization.

By the end of the 1950's, it was possible to

form a national competition.

Amsterdam was no longer the

only major center for basketball in the N~therlands.
The Formation of the Dutch Basketball Federation
It did not take long before the members of the
Amsterdam Basketball Federation began to think about
forming a national organization.
natio~al

The first mention of a

federation was heard in the convocation of the

Annual General Assembly meeting on September 26, 1946.
It contained a proposal to change the name of the
Amsterdam Basketball Federation to Dutch Basketball
Federation.

Although no action was taken at this meeting,

the idea was not forgotten (Basketbal, January, 1960).
Soon a committee of Dick Schmull, Miss J. van
Muylwyk, and Mrs.

s.

van Driel-Hollander was formed to

initiate action towards forming a national federation.

A

meeting was organized for 2aJO p.m. on February, 1947, in
the Amsterdam A.M.V.J. building.

Representatives were
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invited from the other cities where basketball was being
played (Basketbal, January, 1960).
The repre sentatives at the meetin g decided that
quick action was necessary to form a na ti onal organization
so that a Dutch team could take part i n the upcoming E.C.
tournament in Prague , Czechoslovakia.

It was also neces-

sary to prepare a t eam which could be approved for the

1948 London Olympics .

The purpose of this first meeting

was to establish firm contact between the various cities
and organizations already involved wi th basketball.

The

representatives also gav e brief reports about the condition of basketball in their resnec
. tive
. cities.

In

Groningen, where W$ Struyk had introduced basketball to
the Institute of Physical Education, there was very little
positive to report .
tice space.

There was a problem in finding prac-

Teachers were being encouraged to try basket-

ball, and it was hoped t ha t a basketball demonstration
could be given in the near f uture.
ball clubs in Haarlem .

These clubs were encouraged to get

in contact with the schools .
club formed by older students .
use.
teams.

There were two basket-

In Winterswyk, there was a
They had one gym for their

Several games had been played · against Amsterdam
In Rotterdam, where contact had been made with

Canadian teams after the war , there were 14 men's teams
and five women's teams.

However, the possibilities were
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-~imited
~were

because o f a lack of gym facilities.

being played in the Kraling Sport House.

--~Amst e rdam,

Most games
·In

there were about 75 t eam s using the four courts

_jn the R . A.I.

building o

I t was no t ed that there were also

.t eams in Utrecht, Ame r sfo ort , t he Hague, and Apeldoorn
. (N.B.B . Minutes, Februa r y, 1947).
-On July 15 , 1947 , in the AmstBrdam A.M.V.J.
building, members of t he A.B.B. me t

to form a

na~ional

-~organization.

Rotterd a m had not ye t been able to organize

a feder a tion .

If international game s were to be played by

. an o:f.ficial national team and an Olympic team considered
for the 1948 Olympics, it was nec essary that a national
~ederation

be organized o

. take the initiative .

The Ams terdam players decided to

The Dutch Baske t ball Federation was

.-xhus formed by mean s of the following motion'

The Amsterdam ba s ketball players,
assembled on Ju~y 15, 1947, state ~he
· necessity for a coordina te d, organi~ed,
. and ordered institution in the Dutch .
basketba l l world. Further , they
.
. und e rstand the p ast attempts by a la.'r ge
group o:f players organized in ·the fo·rm·
of a competiti on, by means of cooper-ation, to form a national organization._.·_· .
They express their r egret that
these attempts have remained fruitless,
and they now propose to form an organization of Amsterdam players, namedc
the Dutch Basketball Federation, which
accepts the task of organizing the sport
of basketball nationally, promoting the
game of basketball, and representing it
internationally.
=
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They do this with t he ·conviction
that the ~rowth of basketball is
directly dependent on the contact with
other coun tries and with re presentation
in respect to other sports.
There fore, they res ol ve to form the
Dutch Basketball Federati on on July 15,
1947 (N.B .B. Minutes, July , 1947).
The motion wa s accepted , and an executive board
was elected to head t he new Dutch Basketball Federation
(N.B.B.).

Chairman of that first board was Peter Meeuwson,

secretary was Dick Schmul l , treasurer was J . van Muylwyk,
and completing the board were Joop van

Drie~

and Jan

Aldenberg (N . B.B. Minute s, July, 1947).
Membership Growth and Federation Development
There were several important issues which the new
N.B.B. had to deal with immediately.

The first was a set

of statutes and regulations which would be the rules
governing the operation of the N. B.B.

These had to be

written and accepted by ·t he Dutch Olympic Committee (N.O.C.).
A second issue was the financial contribution which would
be required of the players and clubs to finance federation
activities (N.B.B. Minutes, September, 1947).

They decided

to accept the A.B.B . as a member with all of its clubs.
A DG 0.35 contribution was required of each member.
brought- in DG 367.50 for the federation treasury.

This
This was

not a lot of money, however, since a two-year contribution
had to be paid td the International Amateur Basketball
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Federation (F.I.B.A.) . (N.B.B. Minutes, June, 1948).
The third issue was the lack of proper playing facilities
in the country.

In his report at the end of the N.B.B.'s

first year, Dick Schmull complained. about the lack of
facilities.

He wrote that basketball could not become an

important indoor sport unless it could separate itself
from the open air sports.

The problem was to find enough

indoor £acilities (Basketbal, June/July, 1967).

The fourth

issue was the organization of the other cities and encouraging them to join the N.B.B.

Contacts were encouraged, :and

various tournar;1ents and demonstrations were held during
those early years of development (N.B.B. Minutes, June, 1948).
On September 14, 1948, the first Lew Lake Tournament
was held by the Amsterdam A.M.V.J. to open the new season.
This tournament, honoring the man who introduced basketball
to

th~

Amsterdam A.M.V.J., became the traditional method of

starting the new season for many years (van Driel, 1980).
In 1949, the

N.B.B~

Technical Committee was formed

(N.B.B. Minutes, October, 1949).

Its responsibilities

became (1) the selection of coaches for the national teams,
(2) the organization of basketball instruction courses,
(J) the organization of national championships,

(4) inter-

pretation of the rules, and (5) contact with the districts
(N.B.B._Annual Report, 1954-55; N.B.B. Minutes, February,

1950).

It immediately addressed itself to the question of

rules.

It decided that the rules used throughout the country
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should be unified and sanctioned by the N.B.B.

1950, an official rule book, approved by the

In December,

T~chnical

Committee, was published in the Dutch language (N.B.B.
Minutes, December, 1950).
The first milestone in the development of the N.B.B.
was reached during the 1949-50 season.

Three new districts,

Rotterdam, Haarlem, and Den Helder, officially joined the
N.B.B. (Basketbal, June/July, 1967).
their financial obligations, new
passed,

In order to meet

contribu~ion

rules were

Each new club joining the N.B.B. was expected to

pay a DG -5.00 membership contribution.

The old Amsterdam

clubs were exempted from this contribution.

The individual

membership contribution for everyone was increased to
DG 0.75 per year (N.B.B. Minutes,

Octob~r,

1949).

The

membership of the new districts also led to the election of
the first non-Amsterdam board members for the 1950-51
season·.

G. Smith and E.-- van der Ree from Rotterdam,

M. Kwakkesteyn from Haarlem, and B. Perels from Den Helder
were all selected to serve on the new N.B.B. board (N.B.B.
Minutes, November, 1950).
The Groningen district joined the N.B.B. during
the 1950-51 season, thanks to the efforts of
(Basketbal, June/July, 1967).

w.

Struyk

Dick Schmllll also talked

with the head of the Physical Education Academy about
including a course on basketball for physical education

2?

teachers.

It was decided that the .Academy would determine

whether it would give an N.B.B. diploma in connection with
the course (N.B.B. Minutes, December; 1950).

The statutes

and regulations had still not been approved.

The N.O.C.

would not accept the N.B .B. until Royal Approval had been
received (N.B.B. Minutes, February, 1949).
In July, 1952, the Hague district joined the N.B.B.
(Basketbal, June/July, 1967) .

It was also in 1952 that

the N.B.B. dealt with the questions of

fo~eign

players in

the league and players transfering from one team to another.
They decided that foreign teams would be allowed to participate in the Dutch leagues, but they would not be eligible
to place or participate in any championships.

No definite

decision was taken yet concerning mixed teams or the limit
of foreign players per team.

They also decided that a

player could not change teams during a competition (N.B.B.
Minutes, February,

1952) ~

In April, 1953, the International

Military Basketball Championships were held in the
Netherlands.

It was the highpoint of the year since a high

level of basketball was demonstrated both in technique and
in suspence.

It also served as valuable propaganda for the

sport (N.B.B. Annual Report, 195J-54).
-During the 1953-54 season, 27 junior members from
the South Limburg district joined the N.B.B. (Appendix A-N.B.B. Membership· Table).

However, this membership was
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short-lived, for it was several years later that Limburg
again had members in the N.B.B.

Growth of the N.B.B. was

still hindered by the lack of suitable gymnasiums.

Even

in places where contacts had been made or demonstrations

given, leagues could not be organized because there were
no facilitieso

It was also difficult, because of this, to

develop new districts.

The clubs were encouraged to promote

the sport in their areas and districts.

There was hope

that the various school leagues and tournaments being held
by several districts would help stimulate the growth in the
junior ranks of the federation.
were not yet official N.B.B c

Many of these participants

members~

An N.B.B. referee

committee was also formed during the 195J-54 season (N.B.B.
Annual Report, 19SJ-54).
Another milestone in the development of the N.B.B.
came in 1955 when the Dutch government first subsidized a
·. number of sport organizations, including the N.B.B.

The

subsidie meant that sports were being officially recognized
within the society.

Financial support also meant more pos-

sibilities than before for organization and promotion.

On

December 20, 1955, the Statutes and Regulations of the
N.B.B. received Royal Approval.
right to seek membership in the

This gave the N.B.B. the

N.o.c.

The membership,

granted on June 4, 1956, was an important step because the
N.B.B. was now eligible to receive a subsidie from the
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N.O.C. to help promote its national teams.

The N.B.B.

office was opened at Valckenierstraat 77 in Amsterdam in

1956.

This was possible as a result of the subsidie which

was .received from the Department of Education, Art, and
Science (O.K.W.) (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1955-56).
In 1956-57, two new districts were added to the
Utrecht joined for the first time with 103 members,

N.B.B.

and Limburg rejoined with 59 members.

In spite of the new

districts, the N.B.B. experienced a drop in membership of
22 people (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1956-57).

The 1957-58 season began with a crisis within the
federation.

The representatives at the Annual General

Assembly meeting in September, 1957 would not accept certain
budget proposals of the board.

The disagreements concerned

the of.fice, the publication of the magazine ''Basketbal",
and the proposed DG 3.90 membership contribution for senior
members.

When the representatives proposed to cut the

budget by eliminating the office and "Basketbal ", the
board resigned.

After a special committee failed to provide·

a solution, the problem was solved at the next General
Assembly meeting in December.

A motion was accepted to

re-instate and support the board members.

The DG J.90

membersnip contribution remained, but the number of
"Basketbal" publications was reduced from 12 to eight per
year.

Later, a reduction in the subsidie received from

JO
xhe government made further reductions necessary.
_membership dropped again, but it could have

be~n

N.B.B.
worse

_-considering the early problems and the increased membership cost.

Contacts were still being made by the districts

-·-with neighboring communities (N . B.B. Annual Report,

1957-58) e
· .A new district, East Brabant , was added during the

1958-59 season.

The total membership also showed a small

increase after three years of declining membership.

High

rent in the Hague caused them to hold some of their games
-outside.

The government subsidie was too low again to

accomplish the promotion and progress which had been
anticipated (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1958-59).
During 1959-1960, the N . BoB. again showed a small
~oss

in membership..

The same problems which had plagued

-the federation were again blamed for the lack of growth.
·''!'here were still far too few faci lities available for the
indoor sportso
spectators.

There was also a drop in the number of

It was encouraging, however, that there

·. an increase in the junior membership.
~truggling

with its outdoor games.

wa~

The Hague was still

It was necessary to

play games on the weekends because of the evening darkness .
.. some players were unable to participate because of other
~activities

1959-60).

or for religious reasons (N.B.B. Annual Report,
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The School Basketball Programs
One of the primary goals of the N. B.. B. leaders
after the war was to develop the interest of the youth in
basketball.

They realized that if the sport was to grow,

players would have to learn the game when they were young.
The F.A.M.o.s. Triangle Tournament, held by the A.M.V.J.

in Amsterdam before the war, was the first effort at a
youth school program (Schmull, 1979).
Haarlem was the first district, after the organization of the N.B.B., to organize an important annual
school tournament.

In 1950, a tournament for youth school

teams was organized for the Christmas and New Year's break.
Seven schools were represented.

In addition to this, a

permanent school basketball committee was organized by the
Haarlem district (N.BeB. Minutes, December, 1950).
The following year, in November, 1951, the
Amsterdam district organized a school competition for
elementary and middle school students with the assistance
of the city physical education inspector.

There were two

purposes for starting the school leaguee

The first purpose

was to get the children off the streets in a responsible
way.

The second was to give the Amsterdam district a .

chance to promote basketball.

Although the committee which

organized the competition doubted whether it could be done
successfully, the response from club members was more than
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enough to provide referees, scorers, timers, and coaches.
Some coaches even worked with their teams outside of school
hours.

Good relationships were often formed with school

officials.

The league was made up of 14 teams and ran for

20 weeks the first seasone

On March 26, 1952, more than

600 spectators watched the final afternoon of games.

The

following year, because of the league's success, the city
education director again provided the
nold the competitiono

mon~y

necessary to

Seventy-nine teams participated on

24 Wednesday afternoons from 2100-5a30 p.m. {Basketbal,
April, 1952)o
The N.B.B. Annual Report (1953-54) mentioned the·
·success of the school leagues being held in Amsterdam,
Haarlem, and Den Helder.

Abot1t 1,500 youth had partici-

pated in the tournaments and school leagues held in these
~ districts.

The N.B.B. Annual Report {1958-59) mentions

-school leagues in Breda, - Apeldoorn, Arnhem, Deventer,
· Dordrecht, Enschede, Leiden, Nymegen, Doermond, Venlo,
Weert, and Zaandam.

In 1959, the Groningen district and

the Groningen city committee for physical education organized an annual Easter vacation tournament.

Over 1,000

high school age players participated in the four-day event
(Basketbal, May, 1959)e

These tournaments became an

important method for promoting basketball to the young,
interested students.

If they enjoyed the game, they could

: ~-· ·
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join a local club for more participation and competition.
The Subsidies Provide Financial Support
The first government subsidie was received from the
Department of O.K.W. in

1955 ·

This money was not intended

to help finance the top teams or the national team.

Its

purpose was to help promote t he sport to as large a number
of people as possible (N.B . B. Minutes, January, 1955).
f~rst

The

year's subsidie amounted to DG 5,000.00, which was

less than had been anticipated {N . B.B . Minutes, April,

1955).

It was used to help finance the basketball instruc-

tion courses and to set up the N.B.B. office, which opened
in September, 1956.

Although the

O. K.W. subsidie was lower

than was hoped during the first years, it was still of
valuable assistance in helpin 0 the N.B.B. get started.
It was able to carry out various promotions and programs
which would not otherwise have been possible (N.B.B. Annual
Repo~t.

1955-56)o
During the 1957-58 season, the first financial

subsidie was received from the N.O.C. to assist the preparation for the 1960 Rome Olympics.

This money made it pos-

sible to organize more practices and extra international
games.

Special practices for promising young players

could also be held (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1957-58).

The

following year, the N.B.B. also began receiving a subsidie

J4
which the Dutch Soccer Federation distributed from its
soccer lottery.

It was possible to participate in several

international games, but the decision was made to not
participate in the 1960 Olympics.

The money from O.K.W.

could no longer be used for promotion.

It was limited to

financing the basketball instruction courses held each
year and for administration costs.

Unfortunately, matching

funds were required from the N.B.B., which made the O.K.W.
subsidie less attractive (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1958-59).
An important step was taken in 1960 with the
formation of the National Sport Lottery.
~ade

funds available for all sports.

The

This subsidie

N.o.c.

still

provided its subsidie in spite of the fact that the Dutch
national team was not attempting to qualify for the
Olympics (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1959-60).
The Basketball Instruction Courses
In order to develop knowledgable technical. personnel for such positions as club leaders, coaches, and
referees, special courses were held for basketball instruction.

The first course of about 20 hours was held in 1949

by Dick Schmull and L. Bruynesteyn . . The number of applicants
was so great that some had to be turned down (N.B.B. Minutes,
.

January, February, 1949).
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One of the purposes of the course was to qualify
the participants for a certificate which would allow them
to rent a gymnasium and give basketball training.

After

discussions with the government, the N.B.B. was informed
that the participants in the first course were not yet
eligible to receive this certificate.

After a second

course, an exam was required with strong requirements.

If

the exam was successfully passed, a certificate would be
granted for one year which gave the person .the right to
rent a gym.

The N.B.B. decided that only those who had

fulfilled the attendance requirements of the first course
would be allowed to take the second course.

They were

also the only ones eligible to receive mileage money
(N.B.B. Minutes, April, 1950).
In 195.3-54, thirteen participants successfully
passed the basketball course (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1953-

54).

In 1955, the first -government subsidie money was

received to assist the instruction program.

The program

was decentralized for one year, and the preparation courses
were taught at the district level.
taught at a central location.

The final courses were

The decentralization method

did not prove successful; however, so the program returned
completely to a central location (N.B.B. Annual Report,

1954-1955).

In 1956-57, a special clinic was sponsored by

the N.B.B. featuring R. Busnel, the coach of the French

)6

national team (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1956-57).

In 1957-58,

the basketball courses were cancelled, but 17 again passed
the course and received their certification in 1959-60
(N.B.B. Annual Report, 1959-60} .
.Special referee's courses began in 1950 and were
led by Co van Laar.

The purpose was to train and develop

a qualified corps of refere es (N.B.B. Minutes, October,

1950).

In

1955. the N.B.B. referee committee decided to

establish a group of offic ial federation referees (N.B.B.
:-Annual Report, 1954-55)

o

. The Developmen t of a National Competition
Basketball remained very localized in each district
during the initial years of the N. B.B.
-~ cham~ion

The Amsterdam

was considered to be the champion of the country

_(Appendix B--Men's National Championships of the Netherlands).
This was evidenced in 1948 when · the club team, D.E.D., participated in a tournament in Nice, France as champion of
-~he

Netherlands (N.B.B. Minutese September, 1947)c

The

N.B.B. minutes (October, 1950) state that the Amsterdam
·Champion was considered to be the national champion.. since
-other districts had not yet reached a high enough level.
·T he fir st national championship tournament was held
·i n April, 1951, in the Apollohal in Amsterdamo
ship team from each district was invited.

The champion-

Only Groningen

J7
did not send a teamc

The winner of the first national

championship was the Amsterdam A.M.V.J. team.
~ew

For the next

years the tournament was held in either Haarlem or

."'. Amsterdam.

In 1953-54, a system of poules was used, rather

than a single round of games.

The team costs were distri-

buted among the participating teams, since most teams had
some distance to travel (N.B.B Q Annual Report, 1953-54).

In 1956-57, the tournament was held in Rotterdam.

It was

won by the Wolves, a team which had risen from the lowest
~evel

in Amsterdam to become the national champion in just

-six years (N.B.Bo Annual Report, 1956-57) o
Some important steps for t he development of a
national competition occurred in 1955-56.

First of all,

.a league was formed between teams from Rotterdam, the

-.Hague; and Haarlem to improve the ability level within

·these distric t s.

Teams from Den Helder, Amsterdam, and

.Groningen. also formed a combined competition.

These

cooperative efforts indicated a feeling within the districts
~or

breaking the local isolation and forming a national

· 'Competition.

Finally, a special committee was formed by

.the N.B.B. to investigate the possibilities for a national
competition (N.BoB. Annual Report, 1955-56).

The committee

:reported on June 1, 1957. and following its advice, a
.national competition for men was established in 1957-58.
After one year the situation was reviewed (N.B. ·B. Annual

)8

· .Report, 1956-57).
The :first national competition in 19.57-.58 consisted
o:f two

divisions~

D.E.D o won the championship after

-defeating the Blue Stars in the deciding game between the
~eaders

of each division.

was a success.

Although it was a trial year, it

There was a strong feeling that a national

top division should be established.

The biggest problem to

.be faced was the shortage of gyms for the home teams (N.B.B •
.. Annual Report, 1957-.58)

~

The following year a similar

national competition was held, and Blue Stars won the rematch
against D.E.D ••

Again, the shortage of gyms proved to be

the piggest problem (N.B.B. Annual Report, 19.58-59).
~n

1959-60 a single division of 12 teams was formed.

-Those teams were the Monarks, Blue Stars, D.E.D., Herly,
U.s., · Landlust, and the Wolves from Amsterdam, Argus from
. the Hague, Punch from Delft, Flamingo's from Haarlem, .· .
Z.B.V.S. from Santpoort, - and Arrows :from Rotterdam.

The

.new national champion was the Wolves.

It was a successf'ul

season with a lot of' public interesto

However, the lack

-of :facilities caused problems again. During certain periods
-no definite game dates could be scheduled in Amsterdam,
Haarlem, and Rotterdam.
-outside.

The Hague was still playing games

Although there seemed to be some facilities

available, the basketball clubs could not aff'ord to pay the
rent like most industries could.

Another problem was the

)9

cost of travel for those teams which had to travel for
every away game.

These were problems which the federation

would have to help solve if a successful national competition was to be expected for the future (N.B.B. Annual
Report, 1959-60)e
The National Team
A priority of the N.B.B. from its beginning was to
have as much international contact as possible.

One reason

for the international contact was to create enthusiasm for
the sport.

Another reason was to attract the attention of

the press.

A third reason was that if they

we~e

a member

of F.I.B.A., they would have a voice in what happened on
the international basketball scene (Schmull, 1979).
The first international contacts after the war were
the E.C. tournaments held in Geneva, Switzerland in 1946
and in Prague, Czechoslovakia in 1947 (Appendix C--National
Team Record)o

In Geneva the Dutch team placed sixth and in

Prague it placed eleventh .

These first Dutch national

teams consisted mostly of korfball players plus a few
A.M.V.J. members (Schmull, 1979).
The N.B.B. received invitations to play such
national teams as Finland, Belgium, and France from the
very beginning, but the problem was always money.

It took

a lot of money for an entire team to travel, and a lot of
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the cost had to be payed by the players themselves (N.B.B.
' Minutes, 1947, 1948, 1949) .

The only other source of funds

came from the money taken at international games held in
the Netherlands.

This income, however, was hardly enough

to cover the cost of the game itself.
No team was selected for the 1948 London Olympics,
but Dick Schmull did attend to assist with the basketball
tournament (N.B.B. Minutes, June, 1948).

The first foreign

team to play in the Netherlands after the war was Luxemburg
in July, 1948 (N.B.B. Minutes, June; 1948).
for the Dutch team.

It was a victory

On January 22, 1949, the first

Netherlands-Belgium game was held in Antwerpen, Belgium.
The Belgians demonstrated their superior basketball
experience with an easy victory (N.B.B. Minutes, February,

1949).

The Dutch team also participated in two inter-

national tournaments in 1949.
tournament in Cairo, Egypt.

The first was the 1949 E.C.
It was an indication of the

quality of the conduct and attitude of the Dutch players
and officials when the Egyptian federation offered to cover
all of their costs so that they could participate.

The

Dutch team, coached by Dick Schmlill, placed fifth out of
seven teams.

Later, the Dutch team, now coached by Jan

Aldenberg, participated in a strong ·invitational tournament
held

in~Naples,

Italy.

The trip was nearly cancelled

because several players had to drop off of the team (N.B.B.
Minutes, September, 1949).
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In January, 1950, the Dutch national team traveled
to Nice, France for the European Zone Qualification for
the World Championship tournament.

The games were played

on an open market square in the center of Nice.

The team

managed a seventh place in their group which did not
qualify them (N.B.B. Minutes, January, 1950).

Although

there had not been sufficient possibility to practice, the
Dutch team participated in the 1951 E.C. in Paris, France
(Appendix D--European Championship and Olympic Teams of
the Netherlands).
placed tenth.

The team, coached by Dick Schmull,

The highlight of the tournament was a two-

point victory over the host French team, which started the
game with its second team (Basketbal, January, 1960).
Unfortunately, this was to be the last E.Co tournament
for the Dutch team for ten years.

Because of the expenses

involved, no Dutch teams were sent to these tournaments,
and only a few games were played against other European
national teams.

The rivalry with Belgium continued each

year, although the Belgium team continued to win each game.
An important stimulus came in 1957-58 when money
was received from the N.O.C.

It was possible to hold more

practices and several more international games.

Although

a decision was made to not send a Dutch team to the 1960
Olympics, the following year money was still received from
the N.O.C.

The national team received and accepted a last
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minute invitation to participate in the Mariano Cup
Tournament in Bologna, Italy in October, 1958.
four of the strongest teams in Europe.

It played

Because the scores

might affect the final placings in case of a tie, Bulgaria,
Russia, Italy, and Hungary each defeated the Netherlands
by wide margins.

Still, it was the first international

tournament for the Dutch team in seven years (Basketbal,
October ·, 19.58).
No Dutch team was sent to the 1959 .E.C., but the
year did bring one important development for the national
team.

On November 29, 1959, Jan Janbroers coached the

Dutch team for the first time against Luxemburg.

Janbroers

was to be the first person to coach the Dutch team for
longe~

than one year since Dick SchmUll coached three

E.C. tournaments in 1946, 1947, and 1949 (Basketbal,
December, 19.59).
Summary

During this period, the N.B.B. was formed and a
national competition was organized.

Growth was limited by

the shortage of facilities, but subsidies provided valuable
financial assistance.

A. limited national team program was

held during these years.

CHAPTER IV
---THE DEVELOPMENT OF DUTCH BASKETBALL (1960-19.70)

The 1960's was a period of development for Dutch
basketball.
~he

N.B.B.

During these years the final districts joined
Youth programs were improved.

The national

·competition improved t hroughou t the entire country so that
-. .A msterdam teams no longer domina ted the league.

The Dutch

teams also became a stronger force in European competition .
.Membership Growth and Federation Development
After several consecutive years of declining
men1bership, the N.B.B s began the 1960's with a ten percent
increase in membership in 1960-61.

Never, during the next

two decades, · would the N.B.B . membership show a decline.
-- Althoug h certain districts suffered losses in membership
-· during some yea rs, the overall membership continued to
· increase.

Another important development for the N.B.B.

was the increased financial subsidie available from the
new National Sport Lottery .

The profits from the lottery

· were distributed through the Dutch Sport Federation (N.S.F.)
.- .and the N. 0. C.. . However, the actual number oi' ·basketball
-clubs which participated at first was disappointing.
~hose

For

clubs which did participate, the effort was worth it.

Also, the F.I.B.A. was considering the Netherlands as a
candidate to host the 196J E.C. tournament (N.B.B Annual
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Report, 1960-61) .
In 1961-62 , the NoB. B. again experienced growth
of ten percent o

Because of the lack of financial guaran-

tees, the N.B.B. decided no t to submit itself as a candidate to host the 1963 E.Co (N . B.B. Annual Report, 1961-62).
The N.B.B o continued to experience growth of
approximately ten percent per year from 1962-64c

However,

the shortage of faciliti e s continued to affect the
possibilities for basketball , as well as for other indoor
sports.

According to figures f rom the Central Bureau of

Statistics, on September 1 , 1963, there were 51 sporthalls
- availabl e in the Nethe rlands for indoor sports.
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Of these

sporthalls, 19 were built s pecifically for sports, 11

- were .built partly for sport use, and 21 were built for
-another purposee

Although Hengelo, Enschede, and Den

Helder had recently received new sporthalls, and Amersfoort
and Amsterdam were a nt i -c ipating new ones in the next year,
the need was still increasing .

The N.B.B. decided to no

1onger. accept outdoor games for the na t ional competition
in 1963-64.

There were still many games being played in

gyms which were too small o

Another factor hindering growth

was the spread of the areas where basketball was being
played.

Since some teams in the national competition had

to travel so far to participate, there were those which pre~erred

to stay in local leagues (N . B.B. Annual Report,
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J.96J-64).
Although the N.B . B. continued to receive financial
supsidies, its financia l pos i tion was not very good.

The

operating costs had risen as a result of the salary
explosion, postal costs, and rent.

The restrictions placed

-. on the subsidie money · meant that it could not be shifted
around to assist in those areas which were having difficulty.

Only 50 percent of the N.B.B . office expenses could be paid
~rom

the subsidie money (N.BoB . Annual Report, 196)-64).
ln order to promote basketball to those areas which

_were not yet members, various demonstrations and films were
shown.

An example of such a demonstration was held on

October 12, 1963, in Arnhem.

After the demonstration, a

.six-team league was established in nearby Nymegen.
--~-7beginnings

oi a new district were made.

The

A year later the

.new district, Gelderland, was able to enter the N.B.B. with
65 new

m emb~rs

(N.B . B. Annual Report, 196)-64).

The instruction program for basketball trainer/
~oaches

was organized into three levels during 196)-64.

-The :first degree ("A") was for the Beginner trainer/coach.
Thirty-eight hours of instruction were required for this
·degree.

The second degree ( "B") was for the District

trainer/coach.

Sixty-four hours of instruction were required

to obtain this degree.

The third degree ("C") was for the

Federation trainer/coach.

Eighty-seven hours of instruction
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were required for this degree (N.B.B. Annual Report,

1963-64).

In 1964-65, the N.B.Bo again experienced ten percent
growthe

Although the post-W.W. II baby boom was now reach-

ing the senior age level, the demands of study, military
service, and work were expected to limit the growth in this
age group.

·There was still some growth and development in

the districts~

Gelderland joined for the first time, and

Rotterdam increased in membership by

25

percent.

In the

-Hague, however, there was a drop in membership because of
the lack of facilitiesc
N.B.B~

The major development within the

was the support which a numbe r of teams were

receiving from sponsors (N.B.B ~ Annual Report,

1964-6)).

A new word, tops port, was coming into popular use.

Ac~ording

to Dr. W. van Zyll (1962) topsport is the level of sport
participation involved in preparin g for and participating
in .- Olympic Games and European and World Ch~mpionships ..
In other words, topsport means participating in or seeking
to participate in international · events.

However, this

international contact was very expensive.
~he

The support from

sponsors would enable the top teams to meet the

cial demands of topsport..

fi~an

The challenge for the N.B.B. was

to deal with the question of the amateur status of the
players as more money became involved.

Regulations needed

to be clear so that the club directors would not break the
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.rules in their attempts to reach the top level of European
competition .

In order to help spread the development of

top players throughout the country and not just along
the west coast , the plan s for a regional competition were
developed.

The change was not scheduled to happen until

the 1966-67 season .

A change also occurred in the relation-

ship between the N. B. B. and the Dutch government.
contact with

O ~ K.W ~

The

was changed to the new Department of

Culture, Recreation, and Social Work (C.R.M.).

This change

seemed to indicate the importance of sport as recreation
within the society.

The financial subsidie now came from·

C.R.M o (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1964- 65).
The N.B.B. exce eded its ten percent goal for membership growth in 1965-66 .

One reason for this growth may have

been the International Jubileum Tournament held in Amsterdam •
.Although Jo Groeneveld had been hired in July, 1965 to handle the membership at the N.B.B. ·office, there still seemed
to be players participating in the districts who were not
federation members.

At the -Annual General Assembly meeting

the s·tructure for four regions was decided (N.B.B. Annual
Report, 1965-66)o
In 1966-67, the growth in N.B.B. membership was
-only seven percent.

Several districts showed good growth.

The Hague was growing aga in, and both Haarlem and Rotterdam,
two of the oldest and largest districts, experienced good
growth.

A new form of organization was taking place among
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the clubs.

A foundation would be formed by several clubs

joihing together.

The advantages seemed to be mainlt organ-

izational and financialo

Each club team was still allowed

the same possibilities for promotion.

An important develop-

ment for the youth also took place when the first summer
basketball camps were held in 1967 at the Fapendaal National
Sportcenter.

Two one-week sessions of practices were held

for young players .

Egan Steuer from Czechoslovakia was

hired as the full-time national coach.

Along with his

duties as national team coach, he was also responsible for
various other coaching duties and instructional clinics
(N.B.B. Annual Report, 1966-67) e
The membership growth in 1967-68 of nine percent
fell just short of the ten percent goal.

A new district,

Zeeland, joined the N.B.B. with 131 members.

Only the

province, Drente. remained a blank spot on the membership
map of the countryo

Rotterdam experienced another good

year and passed Haarlem for second place on the membership JList.
membership.

Six districts exper5.enced a drop in junior
In those districts which were members of the

N.B.B., there were an average of 9.4 N.B.B. members per
10,000 inhabitants.

The N.B.B. decided that all Honor

Division teams must be coached by a person with a "C"
degree during the 1969-70 season.

The French brochure

about mini-basketball was translated for the youngest
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basketball players ( N. ·B. B. Annual Report, 196 7-68) .
During the 1968-69 season, the 10,000th member joined
the N.B.B.

Total growth for the year was 12 percent.

The

growth among the junior members was also much better than
the previous year.

A new program called mini-basketball was

started for eight to 12 year-old players.

Using special

rules adapted for their age, the mini-program went into
effect.

The first official F.I.B.A. tournament was held in

the Netherlands as Haarlem hosted the E.C. Qualification
Tournament.

Although the Dutch team failed to qualify, one

positive result that came from hosting the tournament was
the support the Netherlands received to host the 1972 PreOlympic Tournament.

The Dutch public also was given the

opportunity to see top quality basketball in person or on
their television at home (N . .B.B. Annual Report, 1968-69).
Membership growth for the N.B.B • .was only eight
percent in 1969-70 as Friesland, Twente, and North HollandNorth showed losses.

Encouraging growth did occur in

Groningen (15 percent), Haarlem {J2 percent), Rotterdam

(19 percent), Utrecht (16 percent), and Zeeland (36 percent).
The growth in Haarlem was especially noteworthy after hosting the E.C. Qualification Tournament.

Egon Steuer was

forced to give up his position as national coach.

The

Czechoslovakian authorities required him to return home.
The N.B.B. finally decided to begin paying their referees

so
DG 10.00 for games, following the example of the other
European countries which had been paying referees for a
number of years.

All Honor Division coaches were now

required to have a "C" degree .

At the Annual General

Assembly meeting a motion was accepted for a two-year
trial period, from 1970-1972, for advertising and sponsoring.

It was clear to the leaders of the N.B.B. that

an adequate system of regulation would have to be established for advertising and sponsoring in the 1970's
(N.B.B. Annual Report, 1969-70) e
The National Competition
The purpose for forming a national competiti on was
to create a nationally orientated league and not a locally
orientated and divided federation.

The 1960-61 season was

the first year that the national competition was played in
the form which it was intended.

The plan followed the

recommendations of the N.B.Bo committee which had studied
the problem in 1958-59·

The highest division, or Honor

Division, consisted of 12 teams.

The highest placed team

in the Honor Division was considered to be the Dutch

champion.

Below the Honor Division were two ten-team

leagues.

These two leagues, A and B, were known as the

First Division.

An important part of the plan was the auto-

matic promotion and degradation between the divisions.

The
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two lowest placed teams of the Honor Division

move~

down,

and the highest placed teams of the First Division moved
up.

The lowest placed team from each of the First Division

leagues also moved down, and the top district teams moved
up (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1960-61).
-The first official champion of the Honor Division
in 1961 was the Wolves from Amsterdam with a 20-2 record.
At the end of the season a committee made a study of the
expenses which resulted from holding a_.:_:llational competition.
- The basic problem was the travel costs involved.

Although

their report did not offer any solutions, it did reject
three possible sources of financial help for the participating teams.

First of all, it was impossible for the

N.B.B. to cover the DG 18,000.00 travel costs, since this
-would have required about a DG 4.00 increase in membership
fees.

It was impossible for the districts to carry the

-- costs, since most of them barely had enough for their own
expenses.

It was also impossible to spread the costs

over all the other participants. since a larg.e number of
them would then w{thdraw.

They were prepared to pay their

-- own costs, but certainly not those of another team.

For

·the time being, the individual clubs were left to deal with
the problem on their own (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1960-61).
-The champion of the 1961-62 season was Landlust from
Amsterdam.

They became the first Honor Division team to win
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the national championship with an undefeated record.

Never

before had a Dutch team won the championship · so convincingly .
.Landlust had an offensive average in the 80's, which was
remarkable for a Dutch team (Basketbal, May, 1962).

The

following year, 1962-6), Landlust was again impressive.
Undefeated, it was only challenged by the Wolves in two
nine-point games.

These were also the only losses for the

-Wolves (Basketbal, 196J).
The 196)-64 season again brought a rematch between
the Wolves and Landlust.

This year the places were

reversed, and the Wolves won the championship with an
undefeated
~osses

recor~,

22-0 .

Landlust suffered its only two

to the Wolves (Basketbal, 1964).

The Annual

General Assembly decided that outdoor games would no longer
be acceptable in the national competition.

It was also

difficult to find referees who would officiate more than
-

just local games in the national competition.

At this time,·

the referees received payment for only their expenses.

The

Netherlands was still one of the few countries in Europe
-which did not pay its referees (N.B.B. Annual Report,

196)-64) .
The Wolves repeated as Dutch champion in 1964-65.
Herly, also from Amsterdam, finished second in the Honor
Division.

There were several important developments in

the national competition.

First of all, five teams in the

5J
Honor Division received financial support from sponsors.
This money helped those teams obtain gymnasium facilities
for their games and pay traveling expenses.

It also made

it possible for club teams to participate in international
events such as the Europe Cup tournament.

A second develop-

ment was the establishment of a regional competition to
-help bridge the gap between t he districts and the First
Division.

It was hoped that this would help spread the

- development of top players throughout the entire country
and not only along the west coast (N.B.B. Annual Report,

1964-65)o
In 1965-66, Herly moved from a second place the
previous year to be come the national champion.
~rom

Flamingo's,

Haarlem, finished in second place (Basketbal, 1966).
In 1966-67, the Dutch championship went to a team

~om

outside of Amsterdam for the first time.

S.V.E.-

. Utrecht defeated Landiust in a play-off game to win the
national championship.

S . V.E. had been organized in 1963

and was sponsored by a supermarket.

It was able to attract

a number of players from Amsterdam, _as well as five
American players from the military bases in Germany and the
Netherlands.

Only one player on the bench of S.V.E. actu-

ally came from Utrecht ( Basketbal, 1967).

The situation

at S.V.E. caused the N.B.B. to seriously consider limiting
the number of foreign players allowed to play on a team.
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Although a motion at the An nual Meeting was defeated, it
was not long before the NaB. B. adopted the F -. I. B.A. rule

of two playing foreign players .

Teams were also limited

to registering four foreign players with the N.B.B. during
the course of a season (N eB.B. Annual Report, 1967-68).
~n

1967-68 , Flamingo's from Haarlem won the Dutch

title with a team made up of Haarlem players and two
Americans, Steve Powell and Ge orge Weston.
~ - only

one loss in 22 games.

place.

They suffered

La71dl ust finished in second

The Cup tournament was al so held for the first time.

This tournament involved all levels of the men's competition and entitled the winning team to play in the Europe
Cup II tournament.

The first Dutch Cup winner was S.V.E.-

Utrecht (Basketbal, 1968).

In those

ye~rs

that the Cup

tournament was not held in the Netherlands, the second
place team in the Honor Division was considered to be
· eligible for the Europe Cup II competition.
In 1968-69, a team from outside Amsterdam won the
Dutch championship for the third consecutive year.

Punch

from Delft defeated the Blue Stars in a special play-off
game.

Punch f i nished the season with a 21-2 record

(N.B.Bo Annual Report, 1968-69).
A new system was used by the Honor Division in

1969-70.

The purpose of the new system was to allow the

top teams to play more games against each other and fewer
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games against the bottom teams.

In the first round, the

12 teams were divided into two poules of six _teams each.
Each team then played ten games within its poule (home and
away with each of the other five teams).

The top three

teams from each poule then formed a new group of six teams,
and the bottom three teams from each group formed a new
group of six teams.

Twenty more games were played (four

games with each team in the new group).

Blue Stars won

the national championship with a 25-5 record.

The system

was only used for one year because there was not enough
free time for the national team to prepare for international
events (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1969-70).
The Europe Cup Competition
International contact began to take two major forms
in the 1960's.

One form was the contact which Dutch club

teams had with club teams from other countries.

During the

pre-season, post-season, and holiday breaks there were
many friendly contacts between club teams$

The most impor-

tant form of international club team competition was the
Europe Cup competition.
Cup tournaments.

There are several levels of Europe

The top level is

~urope

Cup I.

This-

tournament is for the national champions of each country
in Europe.

Below Europe Cup I is Europe Cup II, or the Cup

Winner's Cup, as it is sometimes called.

This tournament
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is for those teams which won the Cup tournament in their
-country, or qualified by placing second in their national
competition.

There is also a Europe Cup III tournament for

those other teams which desire to enter and compete at the
.international level.

Although each Europe -cup tournament

involves differing methods of rounds and poules, the basic
principle is - that each team plays at home and away against
its opponent.

As with all international competition, it

is very expensive to participate.

The Dutch teams were

often hesitant in the early years to become involved.
They realized that they were usually not strong enough to
be a serious contender, so the expense did not seem worth
it.
The first Dutch team to participate was the Wolves
~

the 1957-58 Europe Cup I tournament, but they were

eliminated in the first round (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1957-

58).

In 1960-61, the -Wolves again participated in Europe

Cup I, but they were eliminated in the first round by
Spartak from Prague, Czechoslovakia (N.B.B. Annual Report,

1960-61)o

The following year, 1961-62, the Wolves were

eliminated for the third time in the first round, this time
by Alsace Bagnolet of Paris, France · (N.B.B. Annual Report,

· .1961-62).

In 1962-6), the national champion, Landlust, was

eliminated in the first round by T. S. Wisla from Poland
(Basketbal, 196J}.

There was no Europe Cup participant in
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1963-64.

Landlust , the national champion, decided not to

enter the competition o

The Wolv es again earned the right

to participate in 1964-65 .

Although they were eliminated

after the firs t rounde they did become the first Dutch team
to win a Europ e Cup game.

They defeated A.B.K. Stockholm

from Sweden on a last second shot by Kees Smit.

In the

second game, however , the Swedes eliminated the Wolves by
defeating them by eight points .
. ~ames

For financial reasons, both

were played in Sweden (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1964-65).
The Wolves chose not to enter the Europe Cup tour-

nament in 1965-66 for fin ancial reason s (N.B.B. Annual
_R eport,

1965- 66) ~

In 1966-67, Herly played Olympia

Ljubljana f rom Yugoslavia.

After a two-point victory in

Amsterdam, Herly was eliminated afte r the return game' in
Yugo slavia.

Flamingo's, from Haarlem, decided to enter

Europe Cup II after placing second in the Dutch competition
~

.

the previous year.

The team was eliminated in the first

round by Juventus Barcelona from Spain (N.B.B. Annual
Report, 1966-67) .

In 1967-68, the national champion,

S.V.E.-Utrecht, met another Spanish team, Real Madrid, in
the first round of Europe Cup I.
two games.

S.V.E. was eliminated in

Landlust entered Europe Cup II but was also

soon eliminated by A.S . V.E.L. Villeurbanne from France
(N.B.B. Annual Report, 1967-68).
from Europe Cup I in 1968-69

by

Flamingo•s was

eliminat~d

Vorwart z from Leipzig, East
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_Germany (N.B . Bo Annual Report , 1968-69).

Punch, from Delft,

played W.K.S . Legia from Poland in 1969-70, but the Delft
team was also eliminated in the first round (N.B.B. Annual
Report, 1969-70) .
Only two Europe Cup games were won during the 1960's
by the Dutch teams, and no team advanced beyond the first

round.

However , it was important that there was some parti-

cipation.

Only by being involved could valuable experience

be obtained which would be necessa ry when Dutch basketball
teams improved to a high en ough level to compete with the

other top European teamso
The Na t iona l Team
By 1960e the Dutch na t ional team was beginning to

, achiPve some succe s s. · Although it still could not compete
·with the top European teams , it was moving into the middle
--.class of teams.

This was evidenced in 1960 by victories

· over .West Germany and Denma rk and by one of the most enthus.iastic games which had ever been played in the Apollohal in
·-Amsterdam.

In March, 1960 , the national team from Belgium

-came to the Nethe rlands for another traditional game.
--Although the two previous games had . been forty-point
victories for Belgium, it was the Dutch team which held
the lead for

JO minutesG

When the Dutch team lost its

center because of fouls, the team from Belgium came back
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to win.

72-65 (Basketbal , April, 1960) .
The important national team event of.

E.C. tournament in Belgrade, Yugoslavia.

1961 was the

After ten years

of not participating, the Dutch team once again was able
to enter this important event e

After six difficult games,

three wins and three losses, the Dutch team ended up in
£ifteenth place a

Positive signs of the Dutch team progress

.were the well-played games against two top European teams,
- Finland and Rumania .

The narrow victories over West

Germany and Sweden were also a good indication that the
Dutch team was improving under Coach Janbroers (N.B.B.
Annual R ~ port,
In

1960-6l) e

1962, the Dutch team showed that it definitely

no longer belonged to the bottom class of European teams
with 40-point victories over Luxemburg and Sweden and a
20-point victory over Switz e rland.

There were also good

· games played in the Netherlands against Belgium and Spain

(N.B.B e Annual Report, 1961-62) e
In 1963, the Dutch team again participated in the

E.C o tournament in Wroclaw, Poland.

They were fortunate

in the qualification round to be grouped with Luxemburg
and England.

After easy victories over these two countries,

the Netherlands qualified to participate in Poland as one
of the top 16 teams in Europe .

To prepare for the tourna-

ment in Poland, the Dutch t e am p layed three practice games
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_against Belgiume France, and Poland in August.

In October,

the · team traveled to Poland for the E.C. to -play nine games

in seven dayso

Although the team finished last, in six-

teenth place, they did defeat the Turkish _team by two
points.

Turkey later revenged the loss in the final game

for 15th and 16th place (Basketbal, 196)).
The year of 1964 was a busy but disappointing one
for the Dutch national teama

Fifteen official international

-games plus several practice games were played by the Dutch
teame

In February, another good game was played against

Belgium, but the Belgium team maintained its domination
over the Dutch teamo

In March, a three-game tournament

was played in Leipzig, East Germany.

In June, .· the Dutch

team participated in the Pre-Olympic Tournament but failed
to qualify for the Olympics.

In November, a short trip

was made to Scandanavia to play Finland and Sweden.
-Although the Finnish team defeated the Dutch by

31 points,

the Swedish team was not as strong, and the Dutch won by
17 points (N.B.B. Annual Report, 196)-64).
There were two important international events for
the Dutch teams in 1965.
--Round f"or the E.C.

The first was the Qualification

The Netherlands was placed in a four-

team poule with Spain, Italy, and Switzerland.

The games

were played in San Sebastian, Spain at the end of January.
The Dutch team finished third behind Spain and Italy. · Their
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-only win came against Switzerland (N.B.B. Annual Report,

1964-65).

The second e vent was the Amsterdam Jubileum

Tournament in November e

Three strong teams, Spain, Belgium,

and Finland, were invited to participate.

Although the

Dutch team finished in last place, it lost to Spain by
·-only one point and to Finland by only three points.

It

was another indication that the quality of the Dutch team
was improving (N.B.B o Annual Report, 1965-66; Basketbal,

1965)

~

The Dutch national team had an off-year in 1966.
No of£icial international games were played.
important event did occur.

However, one

Jan J anbroers, who had coached

the team since 1959, retired f rom his position.

Under his

· direction, the national team had made important progress
.-..and had become involved again in the important international
-~vents

in Europe.

To fill the vacant position, the N.B.B.

·hired its first full-time coach, Egon Steuer. from
Czechoslovakia (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1966-67)e
The primary goal for the national team in 1967
-was the E.C. tournament in Helsinki, Finland.

The prepara-

tion began in January, 1967 with three games in the Nether~ands

against Bulgariae

It was a good start as the Dutch

·team won two of the three gamesG

The next step was the

Qualification Round for the E.C o in Oldenburg, West Germany.
A~ter

losing to the West German team by two points, the
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Dutch team was still able to place ahead of them by defeating Hungary by a single point o
~ualified

Hungary and _ the Netherlands

for the E·.c , based on the point differences .

.Scotland . and West Germany were eliminated.
~ournament

Before the

in Helsinki, the Dutch traveled · to Czechoslovakia

£or two games.
Netherlands.

They also played Israel twice in the
I t was the best preparation a Dutch team

ever had for a E.C o tournament. · However, the Netherlands
was still not ready to challenge the best teams of Europe.

In Helsinki, the Dutch lost nine straight games, from a four
point loss to roland to a fi f ty-point loss to Yugoslavia.

They finished in sixteenth posi t ion.
~ent

It was a disappoint-

for those in the N.B.B. who thought that the Dutch team

had been nearing ·the top level in Europe.

For

an

organiza-

tion with less than 10,000 members, much smaller than most
·~thers

in Europe, it was still an accomplishment to be a

. part of the final 16 · (N . B. B., Annual Report, 1966-67, 1967-

68) • .
~he

~ourn aments

Netherlands participated in three international
in 1968o

The first was in May in Vienna,

Atistria to celebrate the Jubileum of the Austrian Basketball
·Federation.

The second, also in May, was the Pre-Olympic

Tournament in Sofia, Bulgaria.

The Dutch team lost only

one game by more than ten points, to France, but only won
one game o£ the eight it played in the tournament, an

6)
eight point victory over England . (N.B.B. Annual Report,

1967-68).

In December, the Dutch team traveled to Bremer-

haven, West Germany for a tournament during the Christmas
vacation.

The team made history at this tournament as it

defeated the Belgium team for the first time, 71-69 (N.B.B.
Annual Report, 1968-69).
In May of 1969, the Netherlands hosted its first
official F.I.B.A. event, the Qualification Round for the
E.C. tournament.

Although the Dutch team

w~s

home, in Haarlem, it was unable to qualify.

playing at
It was elimin-

ated by strong Rumanian and Yugoslavian teams (N.B.B. Annual
Report, 1968-69).

In September, the team traveled to

Palermo, Italy to participate in a four-team tournament.
The other three teams, Rumania, Italy, and Poland, we r e all
too strong for the Dutch team.

During the Christmas break,

the team participated for the second time in the Bremerhaven
Christmas tournament .

They defeated Denmark, West Germany,

and Austria, but lost to Belgium and Sweden (N.B.B. Annual
Report, 1969-70).
The 1960's was a period of gradual improvement for
the Dutch national team.

Two facts highlighted this period

of international competition by the Netherlands.

The first

is that·over a period of ten years, the team was coached
primarily by only two people.

Jan Janbroers coached the
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team until 1965, and Egon Steuer assumed the position
through 1969 e

The second fact is that the Dutch team

again became very · involved in the important international
events.

An important contributing factor for this partici-

pation was the subsidie money available from the N.S.F. and
the N.O.C.

Although the Dutch team did not yet belong with

the very best European teams, it was well placed in the
middle.

It had become a team which the top teams could not

take too lightly.
Summary

During this period, the final districts joined the
N.B.B.

The shortage of facilities limited growth, but the

E.C. qualification tournament in Haarlem stimulated growth
in that district.

Subsidies were important for N.B.B'.

development and for the national team program which was
increased -during these years.

As the national competition

developed, teams from -outside Amsterdam also began to win
championships.

The youth program was improved by the

introduction of mini-basketball for eight to 12 year-olds.

CHAPTER V
.~SKETBALL

BECOMES A TOPSPORT (1970-1980)

.£ asketball in the Netherlands entered a new phase

in the 1970's.

Most of the country had been introduced to

the sport during the 1960'so

A national competition had

-developed, and Dutch teams were involved in various inter.national eventso

Now, with the influx of American trained

players and the increased financial support from sponsors,
the Dutch teams were able to compete at the highest levels
in Europe by the end of the decadee

Membership Growth and Fede ration
· ~he

Developmen~

1970's began with 15 percent growth in member-

ship for the N.B.Bc during 1970-718

Only one district,

·Twente, declined slightly in membership, as it had done
the previous year, tooe

The Hague

gr~w

by

56 percent.

In

spite of the good growth, the N.B.B. board was not satis£iedi

They were convinced that there were still quite a _

number of unregist ered players around the country.

They

called on the districts to strictly control their membership.
~he

The board realized that the more members there were,

more financial possibilities there would be, and the

·more consideration the N.B.B. would receive from outsiders.
Developments within the N.B.B. included the naming of a new
national team coach, Harry Kippers.

He held the position
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until August, 1971, when Renee Mol from Belgium took over.
Much attention was given to the arrangements for the PreOlympic Qualification Tournament to be held in the Netherlands in 1972.

The N.B.B. was able to convince the 1971

F.I.B.A. Congress in Finland to increase the contribution
requirement of each country for each player, to limit the
delegation of each team to 17 members, and to limit the
final round in Amsterdam to eight teams.

With these

limitations and verbal agreements with the .television, the
board felt that the tournament was a realistic possibility,
in spite of the economic difficulties within the country.
They also considered it a very good way to celebrate the
25th Anniversary of the N.B.B.

There was also an important

development for the youth program of the N.B.B.

The first

official Junior Championship was held in 1970 in Emmeloord.
In 1971, the tournament was organized by Haarlem.

It was

also decided to hold · an experimental regional junior compe- .
titian in the Randstad (the area along the coast from
Rotterdam to Amsterdam) in 1971-72.

In the spring of 1971,

a Mini-basketball committee was organized within the N.B.B.
It was in charge of the new program for the eight to 12
year-olds which was started in 1968-69.

After ten years at

overtoom 244, the N.B.B. moved its office to Amsterdam
Plein '40-'45 #10.

The old office had become too small.

In January, 1971, a new director was named for the N.B.B.,
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Mr. P. van den Boom.

The N.-B.B. had worked for one year

-with the experimental situation for advertising and sponsoring.

Meanwhile, the board and the regulations committee

were preparing the regulations for advertising and sponsoring, which would come into effect at the end of the next
season.

At that time, the two-year trial period would come

to an ende

The instruction program for trainer/coaches

was reorganized into four levels..

The first level was

.a dministered by the N.S.F. and required JO hours of instruc-tion..

It was entitled Basic Instructio.n (Algemene Basis

Opleiding--A.B.O.)o

The second level was administered by

the N.B.B . and required 60 hours of instruction.

It was

entitled Junior Trainer/Coach (Junior Oefenmeester--J.O.M.).
The third level was administered by the N.B.B. and required
100 hours of instructione

It was entitled District Trainer/

Coach (District Oefenmeester--D.O.M.).

The highest level

··was also administered by the N.B.B. and required 150 hours
of instruction..

It was entitled Federation Trainer/Coach

(Bond Oefenmeester--B.O.M.) (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1970-71).
During the 1971-72 season, the N.B.B. celebrated its
25th Anniversary.
March, 1972.

It also received its 15,000th member in

Total growth for the year was nearly 24 percent.

Part of the reason for the good increase was the inclusion
of a new group of players, the mini's.
the eight to 12 year-olds.

These players were

During the first year, 768 mini's
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became N.B.B .

me~bers c

Every existing district experienced

growth, including Twentc, which suddenly grew by

95 percent.

Utrecht grew less than ten percent, probably because of the
lack of faci li t i esG

One team was even forced to stop in

Utrecht because of this problem o

North Holland-North

experienced the lowest rate of growth, less than two per· cent.

It was one of the oldest districts and was limited

by its geographical situation .

The challenge from the

N.B.B. for all of its districts was that no sporthall
should be without a basketball club (N.B.B. Annual Report,
19?1-7~).

The major event of the 1971 - 72 season was the PreOlympic Qual ification Tournament held in the Netherlands.
Although the Dutch team did not qualify, it did reach the
final group of eight.

The tournament was very successful

for the N.B.B., and the coverage and support of the writ· ten press was good . - The television coverage was disappointing to the N.B.B e, however , and this left a negative
impression on t he financial results of an otherwise
successful tournamente

The Mini-basketball committee,

which had been formed the previous year, never got a good
start.

They did not believe that there was a clear pur-

pose for their existence, since mini-basketball was only
a new activity at the district level.

The committee said

that it could not function until mini-basketball became - a
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nationwide activity.

More sporthalls were coming into use.

In i972, there were about 225 gymnasiums available, compared
to the 1964 report which mentioned 51 available facilities.
There were also quite a number of small gymnastic halls
which could be used for practiceo

Still more were needed,

especially in the Randstad, and more consideration was
needed

~or

the rental costs which the indoor sports had to

pay compared with other sports and their accommodations
Annual Report, 1971-72).

(N~BeBe

Membership growth in 1972-73 was again about 24
percents

Some of the growth was attributed to the Pre-

-Olympic Tournament and the publicity received from it.
The Limburg district experienced excellent growth of 47
percent, part of which could be attributed to the fact
that Heerlen organized one of the elimination rounds for
the Pre-Olympic Tournament.

Utrecht also grew by more

. than JO percent, thanks to more available playing facilities.

There were a number of developments within the

N.B.B. during 1972-7).

Since the entire board, except for

the · secretarye retired after the Pre-Olympic Tournament,
almost

N.B.B.

a~

entire new board had to be selected to run _ the

Although the board said that it intended to try

to give equal consideration to topsport, youth, and
recreational basketball, the topsport immediately received
extra attention as preparations were made for the E.C. in
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Vienna, Austria e

Since the two-year trial period for

advertising and s ponsoring expired after the

1971-72 season,

the new regulation s went into effect for the

1972-7) season.

More than JO sponsor agreements were in effect during the
year, including not only top division teams, but also
-teams at the local and regional level.

1973.

On March 1,

W. Mateboer was hir ed to run the N.B.B. offices.

His job

included the b usiness procedures of the office, as well as
administrative activities for the national teams.
program was progr e ssing slowly.
mini-basketball competitions.

The mini-

Only three districts held
In order to promote the

mini-program, info r mation was sent out to many schools and
clubs (N8B.B , Annual Report,
In

1972-?J).

1973-74, the N.B.B. membership grew by 1)

percent, down som e what from the two previous years.

The

Friesland district experienced good growth of 49 percent,
but Zeeland grew only three percent.
~he

The developments in

N.B.B . included more and more sponsor contracts.

The

N.B.B. was working on ways to assist those districts such
as Friesland, Limburg, and Zeeland, which were having
· problems developing basketball programs.

There was also

serious discussion about the structure of the N.B.B.

The

board believed that the General Assembly should be more
management-directed, that the larger districts should handle
more of their own business, and that the important groups
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.within the federation should be able to exert more influence
on their particular situationso

At the end of the season,

a ;Basketball Festival was held in the Ahoy Hal in Rotterdam.
Various sponsors contributed their support.
.hoped to hold a festival each year.

The

N~B.B .

By mutual agreement,

Renee Mol, the national team coach, returned to Belgium .

.An

interim coach, Jan Bruin, assumed the position for a

short timeo

A new American coach, Howie Lada, was signed

to begin in September,

1974.

The national team hoped that

·with good preparation, a good team would be ready to qualify
~or

the

1976 Olympics (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1973-74).

In

order to further promote the mini-program, Mini-basketball
Action "75" was organized.

Ten thousand teachers were sent

information about mini-basketballo

A SO-lesson course was

available from the N.B.B. for those groups interested in
organizing a team.

Clubs, schools, local organizations, and

even apartment buildings were invited to form mini-teams in
order to organize leagues.
N.B.B. member.

It was not required to be an

The interest seemed good, and many tourna-

ments were organized (Basketbal, December,

197J).

The

National Youth Championships were held in Rotterdam for
juniors and adspirantso

The inter-regional junior competi-

. tion was also held in the Randstad (N.B.B. Annual Report,

197J-74)o
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On March 22, 1974, a professional basketball
league, the European Basketball Association (E.B.A.), was
formed

i~

Paris by a group of men who wished to keep their

identity secreta

The reason for the secrecy was that the

F.I.B.A. had rejected the idea of the E.B.Ae. and the men
would be excluded from their own national organizations.
It was the intention of the league that there be eight
teams placed in various important European cities.

The

. Hague was considered to be a possible location in the
- Netherlands for a team since it

w~s

centrally located in

the Randstad, and it did not already have an important team.
There were some difficulties in arranging for a gymnasium.
The city rejected an offer to rent the Houtrust complex.
The teams would mostly be made up of American players who
had failed to make American professional teams.

The top

European players would also be selected for the teams.
~serious

A

question was whether the European professionals

could be accepted back into their former teams as amateurs
if the whole league should collapse after a year or two.

·The organizers of the E.B.A. hoped that competition could
start in the fall of 1974 or early in 1975 (Basketbal.
-October, 1974)o

The N.B.B. agreed with the Fei.B.S. stand-

point and decided not to support the new professional league.
The N.B.B. stated that there was not enough public support
for the league to succeed (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1973-74).
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The 1974-75 season again brought 1) percent growth
to ·the N.B.B.

Groningen experienced the best growth in the

country with a 29 percent increase in membership, while
North Holland-North suffered a small loss in membership.

In August, 1974, the wheelchair basketball clubs joined
the N.B.Bo

The Dutch wheelchair team had finished second

in the E.C. in France in the spring of 1975.

The European

professional league, E.B.A., proved to be a failurea no
.games were playede

After the failure of the professional

league, the F.I.B.A. declined the chance to discuss
professionalism and ignored the "professional" situation
- which existed in several European countries, such as Italy,
Yugoslavia, and Spairto
· to grow in the N.B.B.

The number of sponsors continued
Although there was some criticism

within the federation about sponsoring and the situation
in the top division, the board did not believe that it was
·. a question of problemso

The level of play had clearly

improved, and the spread of top basketball across the country had been improved when Arke

St~rs~

from the eastern

part of the country, had joined the Honor Division.
end of the season, the second Basketball Festival
this time in Amsterdam.

w~s

At the
held,

An All-Star game was played between

Dutch players and foreign players from the league. ·The
junior boy-:·s national team qualified for the first time
for the E.C. and finished 12th in France in July, 1974.

I

This meant that the international program of the N.B.B. was
.- expanding with an accompanying increase in . the expenses and
administrative costs .

The men's national team was disap-

pointed when Howie Lada decided to go to the island of
Sardinia to coach .

On short notice, an agreement was

reached between Raak/Punche the Topsport Committee, and
-the American coach of Raak p Bill Sheridan .

He assumed the

position of national team coach e as well as remaining the
club coach for Raak.

The national team did well, placing

11th in the E.C. tournament in Yugoslavia (N.B.B. Annual
Report, 1974-75).
On Janua ry i s 1975s new titles were assigned to the
instruction courses of the N. BoB. which were recognized by
the Department of C.R oMo

The title of J.O.M. became

Trainer "A" (TA), D.O.M. became Traine r "B" (TB), and B.O.M .
.became Trainer "C" ( TC) .,

The title for the Mini- ba-sketball

-· Trainer (MBT) remained the same, although it was not
recognized by C. R.M.

These changes had already been decided

during the Annual General Assem0ly meeting of_ November 17,
1973, but did not go into effect un t il 1975 for various
organizational and economic reasons.

Honor Division and

First Division coaches were required to have the TC degree.
The certification had to be renewed each year and was
enforced

75).

by

the N.B.B. office (N . B.B. Annual Report, 1974-

75
In 1975-76, the N.B.B . experienced 12 percent membership growth.

Zeeland experienced the highest percentage

of growth with 40 percent.

It was disappointing for the

federation that there was no growth in Amsterdam.

An

important step towards better structure within the N.B.B.
occurred on July 1, 1976 with the formation of the Topsport
League for a two-year trial period.
replaced the topsport committee.

The Topsport League

Representatives for the

Topsport League were selected from club officers, captains
of the national teams, coaches with TC certification, top
referees, national division players, and sponsors from the
Union of Dutch Sport Sponsors (V.S.N.).

The Topsport

League was responsible for all matters concerning top
basketball.

This included the competition form for the

Honor Division and the First Division, sponsoring and advertising within these divisions, and matters concerning the
national teams .

On January 1, 1976, the N.B.B. office moved

to a new location at Herengracht 570.

In order to promote

the development in some of the districts, the federation
office offered them some financial aid.

The

Mini~basketball

Campaign also continued with a special offer for those clubs
which could register 50 mini-members·.

They would receive

five mini-basketballs and ten mini-jerseys.
Gala was held at the end of the season.

A Basketball

Two games were

\

\_
,____)

played, the Dutch national team against the German national

teain and the American players .from the Dutch league against
-·the American s from the German league.

After a successful

preparation period, the Dutch national team failed to
qualify .for the Montreal Olympics (N.B.Be Annual Report,

1975-76).
In 1976-77 , the N.B.B. grew in membership by 13
percente

Limburg grew by 32 percent, Amsterdam grew again

by ten percent, but Friesland grew by less than two percent.

One of the highlights for the N.B.B. in 1976-77 was the
European Wheelchair Basketball Championships held in Raalte.
The host Dutch team finished second behind Israel.

A

Wheelchair Basketball League was also .formed in the N.B.B.
to handle the matters of the wheelchair competition.
There was intensive contact between the N.B.B. and F.I.B.A.
during the year, especially concerning the question of
players with dual-nationality.

During the previous few

years, a number of players with both American and Dutch
nationality had come to the Netherlands to play as Dutch
players .

They were also playing with the Dutch national

team and in Europe Cup competition.

There was a que_stion

whether some regulations should be placed on these dualnational players e

National championships were organized

for all of the youth groups o

There was also continued

emphasis on the mini-activities, since there were many
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in this age group who could be registered.

There was still

a shortage of regular mini-leagues , so as a result, many
only played in local tournaments or school leagues.

To

promote their registration in the N.B.B., they were offered
the first year of membership free (N.B.B. Annual Report,

19?6-77).

In 1977-78, the N.B.B. grew by 11 percent.

The

Gelderland district grew by 35 percent, but Amsterdam and
_Zeeland both suffered small losses.

It was especially

-disappointing that Amsterdam, which lay in the heart of
the country· and was the starting point for Dutch basketball,
-had again experienced a loss.

The membership adm i nistra-

tion, which was always a difficult and time consuming
process for the N.B.B. office, was handled by several of
the district s and regions on their own (regions A, B, and
E and districts Haarlem and North Holland-North).

This

process allowed player cards to be handled quicker.

The

districts and regions could more readily determine if a
player was eligible to

play~

On October 17, 1977, the

N.B.B. purchased its own premises.

On December 5, 1977,

the new offices at Frederiksplein 21 in Amsterdam were
opened.

On January 1, 1978, the new subsidie regulations

:from the Department of C. R .lVl., went in to effect.

It meant

that the subsidie for maintaining the organization would
amount to 60 percent, and the subsidie for instructional
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purposes would amount to 70 percent of the subsidiable
items.

The summer camp work and the regular "Basketbal"

publications were no longer included under the C.R.lVl.
subsidie , but were included under the subsidie from the
National Sport Lottery.

Accommodations continued to be

a problem for basketball clubs, sin ce outdoor sports like
soccer and field hockey were attempting to get more time
indoors for practice and indoor games.

The problem was

the worst in the western part of the country where the
population was the heaviest.

After a two year trial period,

the Topsport League was officially established on May 27,

1978 .

In June, 1978, the European/Mediteranean Sea section

of the F.I.B.A. adopted new regulations concerning dual national players.·

A new dual-national, playing for the

first time in a country, was now required to play for

~hree

years as a foreign player before he could be considered a
national player and participate in international events .
. '

One of the first actions of the new Topsport League was to
adopt the F.I.B.A. rules concerning dual-national players
for international events.

For the time being, however,

new dual-national players were still allowed to participate
in the Dutch league.

Although there were a number of prob-

lems within the Honor Division with sponsors and the press,
the season was quite successful, ending with a new play-off
system to determine the national champion.

The national
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~eam

also experienced quite a bit of difficulty as a number

of players decided they would no longer play for coach
., Janbroer.s.,

After Janbroers decided that he could not accom-

plish his goals without these players and withdrew as coach,
.~om

Quinn , an American, was hired as interim coach for

~he

Decio Scuri Cup in the spring of

1978.

contracted to coach the team through the
try-outs.

He was later

1980 Olympic

The national wheelchair team won the

1978 Stoke

Mandeville Games, which entitled the team to the name
"World Champion" (N.B.B. Annual Report,

1977-78).

The N.B.B. only grew in membership by five percent

in 1978-79. but it did record its 35,000 member.
~olitical

reasons, the national wheelchair team did not

. ·--defend its "World Champion" title.

The final phase of

.restructuring the N.B.B. was concluded.
~een

going on since

-finished.

For

The process had

1973, and after five years it was

The General Assembly of the N.B.B. was now made

up of representatives from five regions, three league s,
and the board.

The regions and leagues were responsible

for managing their own affairs more independently.

The

-board members were selected from the General Assembly, and

the chairmen of the leagues were named by the board.

There

- continued to be problems in the Honor Division around the
·sponsor situation as four teams participated without the
assistance of sponsors.

A successful Gala was held at the
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end of the season in Groningen.

A game between the North

and · south All-Stars was played with the North team winning
(N.B.B~

Annual Report,

1978-79).

On September l t 1978, the N.B.B. hired Eef Halewijn
for the specific job of stimulating the growth of basket-ball throughout the country.

One of his primary goals was

to promote recreational basketball; that is, the oppor-

tunity to play

~or

those who were not so interested in the

.competition or in being part of an organized team.

He

organized various demonstrations around the country and
started a "Camping

Basketball~~

programo

This was a program

,to demons trate and promote recreational basketball among
·the public summer camping grounds around the country.

He

was also in charge of promoting school basketball programs
and summer outdoor leagues on the neighborhood courts
(Halewijn , 1980).
In 1979-80, -the N.B.B. registered an increase of
~en

percent in total membership .

Since this was the first

year that the N.B.B. operated under its new organizational
structure, the membership process was handled entirely by
·the five regions instead of by the central office.

The

other aspects of the new structure also began to function,
The Topsport League experienced some difficulty replacing
a retiring member.

One important question for the N.B.B.

in the spring of 1980 was whether the Netherlands would
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join the boycott of the Moscow Olympics.

The question

turned out to be irrelevant, since the men's team failed
to qualify during the Pre-Olympic Tournament in Switzerland
(NoB.Be Annual Report, 1979-80).

The National Competition
In 1970-71, the national championship was won by
-Levi's/Flamingo's from Haarlem with an undefeated record.
Only 22 games were played so that more time would be available for the national team (N.BeB. Annual Report, 1970-?i).
Levi's had been strengthened by two American players from
Jim McGregor's All-Star team and by its new sponsor, Levi '
Strauss (Basketbal, September, 1974).

Rotterdam South

finished in second place with three losses.

The season

:was a turning point f'or the H··· nor Division • .for no longer
would those teams without a sponsor and a pair of American
players be able to compete for the national championship.
- The a,ddi tional money available from its sponsor meant
Levivs and other sponsored teams could increase their practice time from three hours per week to eight hours .p er week.

It

also meant that these teams could use their American

players to promote basketball and their teams to the public.
The two Americans f'rom Levi's, Bill More and Gerard Schreur,
-gave basketball demonstrations around the area and coached
various teams from the club (Janbroers, 1980).

Another
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situation, which was not so positive, was that the teams
with sponsor money were able to buy Dutch players from
other teams.

There were no transfer regulations in effect

at this time.

The teams which lost a player were not

required to receive any compensation (N.B.B. Annual Report,

197J-74).
In 1971-72, Levi's ended the regular season with
the same record as another sponsored team, Fiat Stars.
Fiat had two American players, Mike Rowland and Tom Chestnut.
The deciding game was played in the- Ahoy Hal in Rotterdam
before approximately 4,000 spectators.
exciting game by the score of 95-9J.

Levi's won an
The season was again

conducted by a different system, the so-called Czechoslovakian system.
played.

First, a full round of home-away games were

The 12 teams were then split into two groups of

six teams for one more round within the smaller group.
A total of J2 regular season games were played under this
system (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1971-72).
Levi's won the national championship for a third
consecutive time in 1972-73 with a 27-5 record.
Punch,

~rom

Raak/

Delft, finished in second position (N.B.B.

Annual Report, 1972-7J).

The national champion in 1973-74

was Transol/Rotterdam South with a JJ-5 record.

The

league was expanded to 14 teams for one season, and the
Czechoslovakian system was used.

Levi's finished the

8)

season in second position (N.B.B. Annual Report,

1973-74).

Raak won the national championship in 1974-75 with a J4-2
record a
-~who

Raak was coached by the American, Bill Sheridan,

also ·became coach of the national team.

Transol

·finished second in the 13-team league (N.B.B. Annual Report,

1974-75)

Q

The number of teams in the Honor Division was
reduced to ten for the 1975-76 season.
home-away games was played.

A double round of

Kinzo/Amstelveen won the

.national championship with a 29-7 record.

Kinzo became the

first team to make serious use of players who had been born
- ~ith

dual-nationality 6r had been born in the Netherlands

.·.and grown up in the U . S . A c

These playei"'s had learned to

play baske tball in American schools, but because

o~

their

Dutch nationality, were able to play in _the Dutch league.
Kinzo was the first team to start a group of Ameridan
trained players.

Buitoni/Flamingo's • . now with a new

sponsor and an American coach, finished in second position

(N.B.B. Annual Report, 1975-76).
Kinzo dominated the league in

1976-77 and repeated

as national champion with a 33-5 record.

Sperry Remington/

Den Bosch finished in second place, moving ahead of Pioneer/
Punch after the final game of the season (N.B.B. Annual
Report, 1976-77)~
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A play-off system was used for the first time in

1977-78

to determine the national champion.

The top four

teams at .the end of the J6 game schedule were involved in
the play-offs c

Falcon/Den Bosch finished the season in

£irst place with a J0-6 recorda

Nationale Nederlanden/

Donar finished in second place, Parker/Leiden finished in
third place, and Tripper/Punch finished in fourth place.
Jn the play-offs, Parker eliminated Nationale Nederlanden

in two games 8 and Tripper came from behind in the third
game to eliminate Falcon.

In the finals. Parker won the

first game at home in Leideno
the second game in Delft.

Tripper came back to win

In the third game, played before

6,000 spectators in the Ahoy Hal in Rotterdam, Parker
. defeated Tripp er to win the national championship.

One

year before this championship, Parker had been at the
bottom of the league, destined for degradation to the
~ First

Division.

With a new sponsor and a pair of Dutch-

Americans, the team was allowed to remain in the league.
The Dutch national championship was the result (N.B.B .
. Annual Report, 1977-78)

e

In 1978-79, the top four teams in the league were
E.B.B.C./Den Bosch, Parker/ Leiden, Nationale Nederlanden/
Donar, and Radio Muzette/Rotterdam South.

E.BeB.C. defeated

Parker in the finals to win the national championship.

The

following year, 1979-80, the battle was again between the
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same two teams,

E.B~B.C.

and Parker.

Parker finished the

season with the best record, 37-J, but E.B.B.E. came back
in the play-offs to defeat Parker in the finals and win
the n a tional championship for the second year . in a row
(N.B.B . Annual Report, 1978-79, 1979-80).
There were several important developments in the
- ~utch

national competition during the 1970's.

The first

-two occ urre d almost simultaneously; namely, the in traduction
of large sponsors for the top teams and professional
America n players .

Without the

fina~cial

support of the

sponsor , a club could not afford to pay its American players.
Without its American players. a club could not consider
itself a serious · contender for the national championship.
The next development was the influx of the dual-national
players, the so-call ed Dutch-Americans.

During the last

three seasons of the decade, when the play-offs were held,
· every play-off team had at least one Dutch-American player.
-Most of them had several.

The final development within

the league was the difficulty which a number of teams
began experiencing trying to attract new sponsors.

By the

-·end of the decade several teams were forced to subsist in
·the Honor Division without a sponsorc

Several others were

forced to drop out completely after they lost their sponsor
support.
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The Europe Cup Competition
The national champion of the Netherlands, .Fiat Stars,
decided not to enter the Europe Cup I competition in 1970-

71.

The winner of the Cup the previous year, Levi's/

Flamingo's did enter the Europe Cup II tournament.

It was

paired against the Czechoslovakian team, Dukla-Olomouc, in
the first round .

After a 34-point victory in Haarlem,

Levi's lost in Czechoslovakia by 47 points and was elimininated from further participation (N.B.B. Annual Report,

1970-71).
In 1971-72, the national champion, Levi's, entered
the Europe Cup I tournament.

Although they lost to the

Bulgarian champion, Akademik, in the first round, Levi's
advanced to the quarter-final group when

Akadem~k

withdrew.

In the quarter-final group, Levi's played Radio Koch from
Austria, Ignis Varese from Italy, and Real Madrid from
Sapin.

Although Levi's did not advance any farther, the

team did achieve a noteworthy victory when it defeated
Real Madrid, one of the top teams in Europe, by one point

in Spain.

Each of the four home games in the Kennemer

Sporthal in Haarlem was sold out to nearly J,OOO

fa~s

(Basketbal, 1971-72).
In 1972-73, Levi•s again entered the Europe Cup I
tournament.

Levi's was matched against the Yugoslavian

champion, Red Star, in the first round.

Levi's won their
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home game by 16 points, but Red Star was able to advance
to ·the next round by defeating Levi's in Yugoslavia by J3
points (N$B.B. Annual Report,
In
~hird

1973-74, Levi's entered the Europe Cup I for the

consecutive year.

Boroughmir in the first

next round

1972-73).

After advancing easily past
round~

Levi's was eliminated in the

by Maccabi/Tel Aviv from Israel.

Levi's won

by one point in Haarlem but lost by 19 in Tel Aviv.

Two

teams. Raak/Punch and E.B.B.C./Den Bosch, entered the
E.B.B.C~

Europe Cup III tournament.
Asvel in the first round.

was

eliminate~

by

Raak eliminated Bus Fruit in

the first row1d but lost to Snaidero in the second round
(Basketbal,
In

1973-74).
1974-75. Transol/Rotterdam South participated

in the Europe Cup I competition.

After defeating Crystal

Palace from England and Muh Afiz from Turkey, Transol
·. ·. reached the quarter- .final poule wi t .h Real Madrid from
Spai~. Maccabi from Israel, Berek Basket, Alviks B.K., and

T.S.S.K.A. Moscow.

T.S.S.K.A. withdrew at this point

because it refused to play any team from Israel.
~was

unable to advance further as Real Madrid and Berek

Basket advanced to the finals.
~

Transol

Cup II tournament.
the first round.

Raak entered the Europe

Raak experienced severe di.fficulty in
They

wer~

forced to .forfeit . the first

game against A.E.K. Athens because the licenses for their
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__American players were not in order with F. I. B.A. on time .
.Raak then lost the second game in Greece by one point,
which eliminated them from the next round.

Typsoo•·s/

Lions, Levi'sp and Nationale Nederlanden/Donar all participated in the Europe Cup III tournament.

Only Nationale

-Nederlanden was able to reach the second round (N.B.B.
Annual Report ~

1974-75; Basketbal, 1974-75).

The national champion, Punch, was unable to enter
the Europe Cup I tournament in

1975-76 because it had not

yet signed a new sponsor by the entry deadline.

Transol,

the second place team, was able to enter in its place.

In

the preliminary round, Transol defeated Embassy All-Stars
~rom

England.

It then moved into a quarter-final poule with

Maccabi, U.B.S.C. Sefra, Birra Forst, Real Madrid, and
Federale Lugano.

Transol only won two of its ten games

and was eliminated from the tournament (Bruin,

1981).

In 1976-77,- the national champion, Kinzo/Amstelveen,
began the Europe Cup I tournament in a poule of four teams.
Kinzo was able to win . only two of its six games against the
other teams in the poule, Maes Fils, U.B.S.C., and A.S.P.O.
The Cup winner, Buitoni/Flamineo's, entered the Europe Cup

II tournament but was eliminated in the first round by
Juventud from Spain (Basketbal,

1976-77).

There was no Europe Cup I participant from the
Netherlands in 1977-78 because B.V. Amstelveen did not
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enter the tournament.

Falcon/Den Bosch did enter the

Europe Cup II competition.

Falcon won its first two rounds

against M.T.V . Giessen and Slavia Prague and advanced into
a four team poule.

The other teams in the poule were

Gavetti Cantu, Kvanar, and B.C. Caen.

Falcon was able to

win only two games, both against the Yugoslavian team,
Kvanar.

B.C. Caen and Gabbeti Cantu advanced into the

semi-final round (Basketbal, 1977-78).
The 1978-79 Europe Cup
Leiden.

I participant was Parker/

Parker started immediately in .a four team poule

with Crystal Palace from England, Sodertalje from Sweden,
and Juventud from Spain.

Although Parker won five of its

six games, it was eliminated by Juventud, based on the
point difference of the games between the two teams.

The

Europe Cup II participant was again E.B.B.C./Den Bosch.
E.B.B.C. advanced in the first two rounds past Hapoel/
Tel Aviv from Israel and Avanti Brugge from Belgium.

In

the quarter-final poule, E.B.B.C. played Pallacanestro
Gabetti from Italy, Villeurbanne from France, and W.K.S.
Slask Warsaw from Poland.

For the first time in Dutch

basketball history, a Dutch team reached the semi-final
round of a Europe Cup tournament as E.B.B.C. and
Pallacanestro Gabetti advanced.

In the semi-final round,

E.B.B.C. played Sinudyne Bologna from Italy, the number one
team from the opposite poule.

Although E.B.B.C. lost the
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first game in Italy by 12 points, the team came back to win
the· return game in Den Bosch by a score of 105-92 to give
it a one-point margin of victory .

E.B.B. C. became the

£irst Dutch team to play in a Europe Cup championship game.

In the final, which was played on a neutral court, E.B.B.C .
.lost to Palla canestro Gabetti , 73-83 .'

It was the best

performance in Dutch basketball history by any Dutch club
in Europe Cup competition (Basketbal, 1978-79).
The Europe Cup I participant in 1979-80 was the .
national champion e Nashua/Den Bosch.

Nashua was placed in

a poule with U.B.S.C . Vienna, Fresh Air from Belgium, and
Le Mans from France.

Nashua won its three home games and

lost all three away games but still managed to reach the
final group of six teams.

Also in the final poule were

. Macabbi, Sinudyne Bologna, Partizan Belgrade from Yugoslavia,
B.o sna , :Seraj ewo from Yugoslavia, and Real Madrid.

Nashua

won three home games in the final poule but did not reach
the finals o

Parker was the Dutch team which entered the

Europe Cup II tournamente

Parker did not have to partic i -

pate in the first round but was seeded immediately as one
of the final eight teams.
Parker played B.C .
Cantu.

Caen~

In i ts quarter-final poule,
Panathinaikos/Athens , and Gabetti

Parker won four of its six games and advanced in t o

the semi-final group along with Gabe tti Cantu.

In the semi-

finals, Parker was elimina ted by the other Italian team in
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the final four, Emerson Varese.

Emerson eventually defeated

Gabetti to win the Europe Cup II championship (Basketbal,
1979-1980).
The Dutch teams made very good progress in Europe
Cup competition during the 1970's.

The top Dutch clubs

were no longer satisfied to win a home game in Europe Cup
competition , but they had become contenders for the championships.

The highlight of the decade was the second

place finish for E.B.B.C./Den Bosch in the 1978-79 Europe
Cup II tournament.
The National Team
The Dutch national team did not have a very busy
year in 1970e

The national coach, Egan Steuer,

to return to his home country, Czechoslovakia.

wa~

required

·Harry

Kippers assumed the coaching responsibilities with Renee
Mol from Belgium as his assistant.

The team did participate

in the Bremerhaven Christmas tournament, winning one game
from Switzerland and losing twice .to Austria (N.B.B. Annual
Report, 1970-71).
The goal for the 1971 national team was to qualify
for the E.C . tournament in Essen, West Germany.

Several

games were played in April against Denmark and France in
preparation for the elimination round to be held in Tel
Aviv, Israel in May.

In Tel Aviv, however, the team lost
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all three games in its poule and failed to qualify for the
trip to Essen (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1970-71).

In August,

R. Mol took over the coaching duties of the team.

The

Dutch team again participated in the Bremerhaven tournament
at Christmas.

It won one game from Denmark but lost to

Austria and Czechoslovakia (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1971-72).
The N.B.B e celebrated its 25th
~~he

A~niversary

in 1972.

highlight of the year for the national team was the

Eur·o pean Pre-Olympic Tournament hosted by the Netherlands.
As preparation for the tournament, the Dutch team traveled
to Sofia, Bulgaria in April where it played Bulgaria,
Hungary, East

Ger~anys

and Foland .

The Pre-Olympic Tour-

nament began in the Netherlands in May J, 1972.

The Dutch

team was matched with Belgium, Czechoslovakia, and Alb'?..nia.
It advanced to the final group in Amsterdam by defeating

Belgium and Albania a
~ost
~or

The .Dutch team won three games and

three games in the final roun d but failed to qualify
the Olympic Games.

The N.O.C. was prepared to finance

another attempt at qualification if the team went to the
Pre-Olympic Tournament in Augsburg, West Germany, but
several players were unable to participate.

The N.E.B.

decided not to send a team, since it could not assemble a
strong enough group of players {N.B.Bo Annual Report, 197172).

/
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In

1973.

the Dutch national team participated in

three tournamentso

The first was a three day tournament

in Bremerhaven in April.
in Cluj, Rumania.

The second, also in April, was

The third was the E.C. Qualification

Tournament in Vienna, Austria in May.
~our

The Dutch team won

of its six games in Vienna but finished fourth,

which was not good enough to qualify for ·the E.C. in
Spain.

This was the final tournament for coach Mol.

With

mutual agreement, he €nded his term as national coach at
-the end of 1973 (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1972-?J).
In May~ 1974, the Dutch national team won a game
against the national team of Argentina in the Netherlands.
The team was coached for this one game by Jan Bruin (N.B.B.
·Annual Report, ·1973-74).

An agreement was reached by the

N.B.B. with the American coach, Howie Lada, for the period
from September ·1. 1974 until June 1, 19?5 .

At the last

minute, however, Lada decided to coach on the island of
Sardinia, and the N.B.B. had to find another national team
coach.

Bill Sherican, the American coach of Raak/Punch,

was hired to coach the national team, in addition to his
responsibilities with Raako

The team traveled to Denmark

and Finland for a couple of games in October, to Rumania
for two games in early December, and to Bremerhaven for
the annual Christmas tournament (N.B.B. Annual Report,
1974-75).

1975.

The European Championships were again held in

After four practice games during February - and

Marc~.

the

Dutch team traveled to Hagen, West Germany for the E.C .
.,,B .. Tournament..

The team won eight of its nine games and

qualified for the E.C. in Yugoslavia.
~raveled

The Dutch team

to Yugoslavia in June, where it won two of its

seven games and finished tenth in Europe.

It was the best

finish by the Dutch team in the E.C. since

1951 (N.B.B.

Annual Report,

1974-75)0

The team traveled to Prague,

Czechoslovakia in December for a Christmas tournament.

The

team had to settle for second place after a one-point loss
to the host team {N . B.B . Annual Report,
It was again an Olympic year in

1975-76)e
1976, which meant

another attempt by the Dutch national team to qualify for
-one of the 12 Olympic positions.

The preparation for the

Dutch team included practice games with West Germany,
Israel, and Belgium, as well as the Bremerhaven tournament
in April .

The team traveled to Sophia, Bulgaria in l\lay for

a large international tournament.

The Dutch team finish e d

second to the host team, Bulgaria.

Highlights of ·the tour-

nament were victories over Cuba and

Canada~

already guaranteed Olympic berths.

As a result of the per-

teams which were

formance in this tournament, the N.B.B. guaranteed the
Dutch team the chance to participate in Pre-Olympic competition.

They decided not to send the team to the
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European Qualification Tournament, but rather to send them
to Hamilton, Canada for the Pre-Olympic Tournament.

This

tournament was open to any teams desiring to qualify which
had failed in their zone tournament.

After practice games

against Israel and Iceland, the team traveled to Canada in
June.

The Dutch team advanced from its poule into the final

group but was unable to place in the top three.
o~

A highlight

the tournament was the five-point victory over Brazil.

One of the biggest disappointments was the key loss to
Spain after a large lead early in the game (N.B.B. Annual
Report, 1975-76; Basketball Yearbook, 1975-76).
The Dutch team began 1977 with a different coach.
The N.B.B. had decided that there was a conflict of interest
if the national coach was also a club coach.

As a result,

Bill Sheridan was no longer able to continue as national
team coach.

The new coach was Jan Janbroers, who had pre-

viously coached the team from 1960-1965.

After its fine

performance in 1976, the team hoped to do well in the 1977
E.C. tournament.

Preparation for the E.C. included the

Bremerhaven tournament in April, another tournament in
Lui~

Belgium, and three practice games with France in the

Netherlands.

In May, the team participated in the E.C.

Qualification Tournament in Sweden.

The team won all of

its preliminary poule games in Sweden and advanced to the
final group in Finland.

Victories over Austria and Finland,

along with a loss to France, gave the team the right to
participate in the E.C . in Belgium in September (N.B.B.
-Annual Report ,

1976-77).

In Belgium, the team won a key

victory in its poule over Spa in and advanced into the final
group of eight .

Although two disappointing losses to

Belgium and Bulgaria prevente d the team from finishing
higher, the team came back in the final game to revenge
its earlier loss and defeated Belgium to finish seventh
.i n Europe .

It was a noteworthy accomplishment for the

Dutch team which had never finished higher than tenth
in the E.C. since

1950 (N.B.Bm Annual Report, 1977-78;

Baskotball Yearbook,

1976-77).

The national team again received a new coach in

1978o

Jan Janbroers resigned his position as national

team coach because of conflicts between himself and the
players.

Tom Quinn, the American coach who had previously

· ~ coached Buitoni/Flamingo's in the Dutch league, was hired
as the new · national team coach.

The team was entered in

the Decio Scuri Cup tournament in the spring of

1978.

Home and away games were played against Italy, France,
Israel, and Turkey during May and June.
~hird,

The team finished

beh ind Italy and France (N.B~B. Annual _Report,

1977-78).

The highlight of

1978 was a trip in August to

participate in a Friendship Tournament in Peking, China.
Although several players became ill during the trip, it
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was a memorable experience for the team to play before
18,~00 Chinese fans in Peking.

six games while in China.

The team won four of its

The national team finished the

year with a Christmas tournament in Stockholm, Sweden and

a single game against Finland in Helsinki {N.B.B. Annual
Report , 1978-79; Basketball Yearbook, 1977-78).
The 1979 E.C. tournament was scheduled to take
place in Italyo

Since the Dutch team had finished in the

top eight in 1977 in Belgium, it did not have to participate in the Qualification Round _in Greece.

The team played

in the Bremerhaven tournament, a tournament in Prague,
~ czechoslovakia»

plus several practice games with Sweden,

West Germany, and Belgium during the spring of 1979.
June 8 the team traveled to Italy for the E.C.

In

The Dutch

team began the tournament with a strong performance in an
eight-point loss to the Russian national team.

Disappointing

·· losses to Spain , France, and Greece _prevent_e d the team from
~inishing

as well as it had in 1977.

A final victory over

Belgium gave the Dutch team an 11th place finish.

This

meant that in 1981, the Netherlands would again have to play

in the "B" tournament in Turkey in order to participate in
the E.C . (N .B. B. Annual Report, 1978-79; Basketball Yearbook,
1978-79) .
The goal for the national team in 1980 was the
Olympic Games in Moscow.

In order to qualify, the team had
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to participate in the Pre-Olympic Tournament in Switzerland.
There was a lot of controversy surrounding the preparation
period, since the NoO.Ce had not decided whether it would
go along with the Olympic Boycott led by the United States
-and other countries.

met

~or

At the last minute. before the team

its first practice, Tom Quinn was fired as national

team coach and Jan Sikking, the assistant from the previous
year, was assigned the job of national team coach.

A small

tournament was held in the Netherlands in the spring with
Russia and Czechoslovakia.

The team also participated in

the Bremerhav en tournament and the invitational tournament
on the island of Mallorca, Spain.

In May, the team

t~aveled

to Lugano, Switzerland to participate in its qualification
poule.

The other teams in the poule were Italy, Bulgaria,

and West Germany.

The Dutch team lost the first game to

the Italians by JO_points, but a s ·trong victory over

Bulga~ia

set the stage for the deciding game with West Germany.

An

11-point victory for the West German team dashed any hopes
~or

the Dutch team of reaching -the Moscow Olympics (Basket-

ball Yearbook, 1979-80) .
Sponsoring and Advertising
Sponsoring and advertising did not actually start
in the 1970's.
~inancial

In the early 1960's, various forms of

support were being given to some basketball clubs
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by different types of businesses.

These early sponsors

were not dealing with such large sums of money.

They pro-

vided such things as equipment and money for travel expenses.
In the fall of 1963! the N.B.B. set up a committee to study
-the possibilities of advertising and sponsoring for basketball (N.B . BD Annual Reporte 1963-64).

The first regulation

£or advertising was that only the warm-up could contain any
advertising.
~orms.

No advertising was allowed on the game uni-

During the 1964-65 season, five Honor Division teams

-were ·sponsored in some way (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1964-65).
S.V.E.-Utrecht, which won the national championship in

1967, was sponsored by a supermarket in Utrecht.

By means

of the money available from its sponsor, S.V.E. was able to
attract several players from Amsterdam plus a number of
.American players from nearby military bases (Janbroers,

1980).

At the 1970 Annual General Assembly meeting, the

N.B.B. passed a motion for a two-year trial period for
advertising and sponsoring.

During that time the regula- ·

tions committee and the N.B.B. board prepared a set of
regulations for advertising and sponsoring which would come
into effect at the end of the trial period (N.B.B. Annual
Report, 1969-70).
In 1970, Flamingo's from Haarlem made contact with
Jim McGregor, who was taurine Europe with his traveling
team of American players.

Flamingo's kept two of his
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American players, Gerard Schreur and Bill More, and gave
McGregor the right to sell their club name to a sponsor.
After looking around, contact was made with Levi Strauss,
the blue jean manufacturer.

Martin Fijneman, the Levi

representative, wanted a direct contract with Flamingo's.
Fijneman had considered several teams but decided to pick
a winner, Flamingo's.

Flamingo's became Levi's/Flamingo's

(Janbroers, 1980).
Another team which attracted a sponsor at about the
same time as Levi's was Blue Stars from Amsterdam.

The

auto dealer, Fiat, reached an agreement with the team, and
it soon was known as Fiat Stars (Janbroers, 1980).

The

1970-71 season became a landmark year for Dutch basketball
as the first real hard sponsors and the first professional
Amer~can

players were introduced to the Dutch league.

Other sponsors soon followed the example of levi's and
Fiat, not only in the Honor Division, but also in the First
Division and at the local and regional level (Janbroers,

1980;. N.B.B. Annual Report, 1970-71) .
The advertising and sponsoring regulations prepared by the N.B.B . committee and the board went into effect
in 1972.

About 35 sponsoring agreements were in effect for

the 1972-73 season.

The regulations defined sponsoring as

the direct or indirect support for the N.B.B., one of its
districts, or one of its member clubs by means of providing
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money and/or services for the purpose of advertising.
~tated

They

that (1) all advertising contracts· had to be in

written form, (2) all advertising and sponsoring contracts
had to be approved by the board of the N.B.B., (3) a three
year contract was required if the club name was to be
changed to carry the name of the sponsor, (4) only one
sponsor name was allowed in the club name, (5) of the
·revenue received from the sponsor, a certain fee was required to be paid to the N.B.B., and (6) if a club failed
to follow the regulations, it could be subject to a fine
from the N.B.B. {NoS.F., 1975).
The application

o~

the advertising and sponsoring

regulations opened the way to normalizing the relations
with the spon s ored clubso

Potential sponsors and clubs

were assured of the uniformity of the agreements.

By 1974,

about 50 sponsor contracts were in effect within the N.B.B.

_(N.B.Be Annual Report,

1973-74)~

Sport sponsoring was not only occurring in the

N.B.B., but other sports were also getting involved.

As

a result, two other developments occurred in the early
- ~970'sc

The first developm ent was the formation of an

N.S.F. sponsoring and advertising committee in 197).

This

was done at the initiative of a number of sport federations
in order to unify the sponsoring process between the
different sports.

The experience of one sport could then
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be shared with another· sport.

The N.B.B. representative to

this committee was A. G. Mandersloot.

In -1975, this commit-

tee submitted a report which contained advice for establishing sponsor contracts, as well as a model sponsor
contract .

Much of the advice in the report was based on

experience within the N.B.B.

It also contained copies of

the advertis ing and sponsoring regulations of the N.B.B.
and the Dutch Swimming Federation.

Although the N.S.F.

could not force the sport federations to abide by the
advice given in the report, a number of them, including
the NoB.B., signed an agreement to follow the N.S.F.
guidelines (Mandersloot, 1980).
The second development occurred in January, 1974,
when a group of sponsors formed the Union of Dutch Sport
Sponsors (V.S.N.).
tive of

~our

The V.S.N. was formed at the initia-

sponsors involved with basketball clubs,

Delta Lloyd Insurance, Levi Strauss, Nationale Nederlanden Insurance, and Raak soft drinks.

In the press

statement announcing the formation of the V.S.N. it was
stated that the situation in the sportsponsoring world was
still confusing because sport and business were
unaccustomed to each other.

oft~n

There were sponsors with

and without contracts, clubs and federations with and without sponsoring regulations, "sandwich plate" sponsors,
and "fill a sui tc'ase with money and leave" sponsors.

lOJ

Since the sport federations had formed a committee in the
N.S.F. to discuss the rules for sponsoring, it was appropriate for the sponsors also to form their own organization.
They wanted to promote the positive development of sportsponsoring.

The V.S.N. invited anyone active as a sponsor

to join their organization (V.S.N., March, 1974).

The

N.S.F . committee and the V.S.N. immediately began to work
together toward their common goal (Mandersloot, 1980).
The number of sponsor contracts within the N.B.B.
increased to more than 100 by 1975 (N.B.B. Annual Report,

1974-75) .

It was at this point, however, that a new

problem developed from a new source.

It began with certain

journalists who said that they were being used by the
sports and by the sponsors to give free advertising by
referring to a sport club by the sponsor's name.

There was

also the aesthetic complaint against teams being called
by the name of a product or company.

They said that the

identity of a team was no longer clear for the public,·
even though the regulations required a three year contra ct

in order to make a name change.

This may have been a

reaction to the situation in Belgium where the name of a
team could change from one year to the next.

As-a result,

certain newspapers adopted a policy of using the original
te~tm

names, such as Flamingo's versus Punch, or simply

referred to them by the city where the team was located,
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Baarlem versus Delft (Mandersloot, 1980)._
At about the same time that the press was voicing
its complaints against sponsoring, the television and radio
were also becoming a problemc

Since the television and

radio are under government control, a special broadcasting
.l aw exists called the "Omroep

~vet",

This law prohibits any

type of advertising except for approved commercials.

Any

other type of advertising is termed "sluik reclame" or
illegal advertising .

Illegal advertising was occurring -

in many forms during the 1970's, but a negative reaction
had developed specifically toward the sportsponsoring.
By calling a team by its sponsor's name on the radio or
showing the sponsor's name printed on the uniform during
a televis ion broadcast, illegal advertising was taking
placec

As a result, radio broadcasts no longer referred

to teams by the sponsor's name8 and the amount of televisi?n coverage dropped considerably for many sports,
including basketball . {Mandersloot, 1980).
The sponsoring and adverti sing committee of the
N.S.F. decided to become involved in the discussions about
-sponsoring with the sport mediae

The press had formed a

-committee kno\'m as the Mulder committee.

This committee,

however, continually refused to accept the members of the
N.S.F. or V.S.N.

They said that the sports had brought in

sponsors without consulting the press, and now they had the
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right t o react without consulting the sport world.

The

N.S.F. and V.S.N. representatives were finally allowed to
attend a discussion, but they were not allowed to participate.

Certain members of the Mulder committee were very

opposed to the sportsponsors.

As a result, the N.S.F.

and the V.S.N. decided to separate, hoping that the sport
world, on its ovm, might be able t o make some progress
with the media.
Department of

Part of the probl em existed within the

C.R~M.,

which contained many members who

leaned toward the left, and therefore opposed any commercial aspec ts within society.

The minister of C.R.M. was

the person responsible for enforcing the broadcas t ing law .
(Manderslo ot, 1980).
In July 1978, the N.S. F . published its official
standpoint, "Guidelines for Sportsponsoring".

The

guidelines stated that a s ponsor contract had to be in
writing, tha t the old club name had to be ·maintained in
combination with the sponsor' s name, that the new nam e had
to be approved by the N.S. F ., and that any sponsoring
agreement whi c h led to the sponsor's name becoming part
of the club name was require d to be for a minimum of three
years.

The publication was d i stributed to all sport

journalists and media di r e c t ors ( l\1andersloot, 1980; N.S. F .,
1978).
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The minister of C.R.M. published a rough draft
proposal about advertising on radi o and television in July,

1979.

Included in the proposal were comments concerning

advertising in the sports broadcasts.

Although this type

of adverti sing was recognized as inevitable, difficult
measures were proposed which would severely limit it.

The

N.S.F. reac ted in October, 1979, with an open letter to
the minister of C.R.M. reques ting her to prepare a sponsor
code with the cooperation of the government, the media, the
sponsors, and organized sports.

A committee made up of

members from each group would be responsible to see that
the code was enforced (Mandersloot, 1980; N.S.F., 1979).
The final report from the minister of C.R.M. was
I

due in January, 1980, but at that time it still had not
been published.

Although the minister was not strongly

opposed to advertising and sponsoring herself, there were
members of the government who said that she was not applying the broadcasting law as it was stated.

There was no

possibility to change the mw since there would be too
many political implications.

It was a question of how the

minister would interpret the law in her final report
(Mandersloot, 1980).
The report was finally published and scheduled to
become effective on October 1, 1980.

Although the report

seemed quite positive for the sport organizations, there
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was one stipulation which raised questions immediately.
According to the report, the sponsor name had to be accepted

in the

m~diao

The danger seemed to exist that the media

might be able to decide what is and is not acceptable.
The NoSoF$ is presently attempting to obtain a more precise
interpretation of the new report (Mandersloot, 1980).
The effects of the media problems with sponsoring
were soon evident in the basketball competition.

Whereas

every team in ·the Honor Division carried the name of a
sponsor in the 1975-76

and 1976-77 season, by 1977-78

BoY. Amstelveen had lost its sponsor and dropped from the
first position the previous year to last place (Basketball
Yearbook, 1977-78).

In 1978-79, five teams no longer

carried sponsor names,
and Flamingo'se

Punch~

B 0. B. , E. B. B.C. , AmsteJ.veen,
o

Another team. Arke Reizen, dropped out of

the league after its sponsor's contract expired and no new
spons or could be found (N.B.B. Annual Report, 1978-79).
It was becoming almost impossible to attract a
new

sponsor~

since the sponsor knew his name would .probably

not appear in the sport coverage.

In 1979-80, there were

again only six teams bearing the name of a

sponsor~

The

other five teams in the league managed to get by with
small sponsors, gate receipts, or support from private
individuals (Basketball Yearbook,

1979~80).
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At the end of the decade, the sponsors with the
longest record were Delta Lloyd and Nationale Nederlanden
with seven years of sponsoring, Frisol with six years of
sponsoring, and Parker with three years of sponsoring.

The

£uture for sponsoring remains unclear to all of those
involved.

One question which has been raised is how

commercial television might affect sponsoring.

This would

change the entire system which exists today and would certainly have some type of effect on the sponsoring situation.
For now, the Dutch Honor Division has become a league of
those teams which have a ;· sponsor. and .those · teams which do
not have a sponsor.
Summary

During this period, membership was stimulated by
several international events held in the Netherlands.

The

N.B.B. went through a process of decentralization which was
financed by government subsidies.

Although a commitment was

made to emphasize the youth programs, the national competition and the national teams received top priority.

Spon-

soring made it possible for teams to hire American coaches
as well as American and Dutch-American players to improve
the level of competitiono

This enabled Dutch teams to

compete at the top levels in Europe.

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to trace the development of the sport of men's basketball in the Netherlands
:from i t s introduction until t h e end of the 1979-80 season.
This chapter presents t he s ummary and conclusions for this
study.
Summa ry
The major steps i n the development of men's basketball in t he Netherlands can be summarized as follows:

lo

Basketball was first played in 1926 in the

Military School for Gymnastic s and Sports in Utrecht, but
it receive d its real i ntroduction in 1929, when Lew Lake,
-from the London YeM.C.A ., gave a demonstration in the
Amsterdam A.M.V.J .
2o
prog~am

Basketball existed as part of the A.M.V.J.

from 1929-1938 .

the A.M . V.Jc building.

A limited competition was held in
Basketball was included as part

of the F.A .M. OoS. Triangle Tournament, and several international contac ts wer e mad e by Dutch teams.

J.

The Ams terdam basketball committee was formed

in 1938, ·a nd the comp e t ition was moved from the A.M. V. J.

building t o t he Ap ol lo hal.
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4 e The basketball competiti on existed during
We W. II as part of the A.M.V.J. program until 1942.

Contact

with Canadian trops in the Rotte rdam harbor helped stimulate
the growth of basketball after the war.

5.

The Amsterdam Basketball Federation was formed

in December8 1945, and a new competiti on was started.

6.
July ,

The Dutch Baske tball Federation was formed in

1947 , at the initia tive of members of the A.B.B.
1949-50 seas on, the first districts were added

During the

to the N.B .Be from outsi de of Amsterdam (Rotterdam, Haarlem,
and Nor th Holland-North).

7.

The first nati ona l champi onship tournament was

held in 195le

Before that timee the Amsterdam champion was

- consid e r ed to be the nati onal champi on.

8.

The N.B.B. received Royal Approval for its

statutes and regulations in

1955.

to become a member in the N.O.C.

This allowed the N.B.B.
The first government

subsidie was also received from the Department of O. K. W.
in

58.

1955·

The first N.O.C. subsidie was received in

and the first N.S.F. subsidie was received in

9.

i957-58 .

195 7-

1960.

The firs t national competition was held in
The Honor Division and two First Divisions were

established in

10 o

1960-61.

The national champions hip was won for the first

time by a non-Amsterdam team, S. v-. E.- Utrecht, in

1966-67.
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11.

The Netherlands h osted its first officia l

F.I.B .A. event in 1969, the E. C. Qualification Tournament
in Haarlem.,
12o

The first hard s ponsor, Levi Strauss, and the

first professional American players appeared in the Honor
Division in 1970e
1J.,

The

NeBeB~

Tournament in 1972o

hosted the European Pre-Olympic

This wa s a lso t he year of the 25th

Anniversary of the NoB.B.,
14.

The N.,B.B. ad opted a set of regulations for

adverti s ing and sponsoring i n 1972-73·

Later, the N.B.B.

agre e d t o adopt the sponsor ing r egulations of the N.S.F.

15.

The N.B.B. p urchased its own office premises

in October, 1977, at Frederiksplein 21 in Amsterdam.

16 .

A play-off s ystem was used for the first time

in 1978 to determine the men 's n ational champion.
17 .

E.B.B.C. / Den Bosch became the first Dutch team

to r e ac h a Europe Cup final i n 1979 o
18 .

During the 19 70' s, the N.B.B . went through a

proces s of reorganization wi th the primary purpose of decentralizati on.

The five regi ons and the three leagues were

made more responsible f or th e ir own affairs.
was comple ted in 1979.

The process
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Conclusions
It was hypothesized that the development of basketball in the Netherlands has been influenced most greatly by
(1) .the availability of facilities, (2) international basketball events held within the Netherlands, (3) financial support from the government, the sport lottery, and sponsors,
and (4) exposure to the public through the sport media.
It was further hypothesized that future development will
depend on developments in each of these areas.
It is concluded, first of all, that the availability ·
of facilities has been a problem throughout · the development
of Dutch basketball.

The number of gymnasiums was limited,

and the demand for indoor sport time was great.

On many

occasions, the growth of a district was limited pecause
there were not facilities for more clubs.

A± other times,

a district experienced a burst of growth because a new gym
was builto

Although new sporthalls were built by the

government, the problem did not improve very much, since the
competition for the time in these facilities also increased.
In recent years, several popular outdoor sports have adapted
their rules in order to play indoors.

Another problem with

the indoor facilities was that most school gymnasiums were
too small for
court.

an~thing

except gymnastics or one volleyball

This placed an added burden on the city sporthalls,

which often were the only facilities large enough for

11J

regular sport competition.

This problem still exists today.

The · last problem with many Dutch indoor facilities is that
they are poorly equipped for spectators.

This limited the

possibil itie s for promoting t he top games to the public.
For Dutch basketball to progress in the future, there will
have to be an increased availa bility of gymnasiums.

This

-would allow more players to participate, more clubs to be
formed, and the young players would have a better chance to
develop e
Second p although there have not been too many large
internati onal events held in the Netherlands, two seem to
have had a positive effect on the development of Dutch
basketball.

The first event was the E.C. Qualification

Tournamen t held in Haarlem in

1969.

The following year,

·Haarlem increased in membership by more than JOO new members.
The seco nd event was the

1972 European Pre-Olympic Tourna-

ment hosted by the N.B.B.

During the seasons before and

after the tournament, the N.B.B. grew by about 24 perc ent,
compared to the ten percent which was about average .
Excellent growth was especially recorded in those districts
which hosted preliminary poules for the tournament.
Althoueh these events may not have been the only reasons
for the good growth during t hese years, they seem to have
~rovided

an important stimulus.

This same type of stimulus

might be provided by future events such as these.

Another
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type of international event which has had a positive
influence has been the Europe Cup participation by the top
club teams.

These games have attracted some of the largest

crowds and provided a good showcase for top level Dutch
basketball.

These games were also primary targets for

radio and television coverage which exposed an even greater
number of the Dutch public to the game of basketball.
Third, the financial subsidies received from the
Department of O.K.W. and C.R.M., the

N.o.c., and the N.S.F.

were important in many ways for the development of Dutch
basketball.

The government subsidies helped to finance

the office costs of the N.B.B., the instruction program, and
the official N.B.B. publications.

They also helped to

finance the decentralization process which occurred during
the 1970's. : Among other things, the N.O.C. and N.S.F.
subsidies made it possible to expand the international
participation of

t~e

national team.

Without these sub-

sidies, the total program of the N.B.B. would have been
severely limited, and the financial burden would have been
placed on the individual members of the N.B.B. by much
higher contribution requirements.

The financial support

from sponsoring contributed to the development of the
individual clubs, especially the top teams in the country.
The money from the sponsor made it possible for teams to
increase their practice time, travel within the country,
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and compete internationally.

They were also able to attract

the best Dutch, Dutch-American, and American players.

vv i th-

out this financial stimulus from sponsoring, it is doubtful
whether the top Dutch teams would have reached the level
they have, as demonstrated by the success of the national
team and the top club teams during the 1970's.

The subsidie

support of the C.R.M., N.O.C., and N.S.F. seems quite stable
for the future, but there are many questions still to be
answered about the future of sponsoring in Dutch basketball.
Finally, the exposure of basketball to the public
through the sport media was important during the hist~ry
of Dutch basketball.

From the earliest reports of basketball,

which praised the various aspects of the new game, to the
modern radio and television coverage of top events, the

sport media have helped inform the public about the developments within the basketball world.

The problems during the

last half of the 1970's concerning the use of sponsor names
and illegal advertising on radio and television have had a
negative influence on the media coverage of basketball
events.

The amount of coverage has declined, and negative

press reactions about the problem have appeared.

The

future of basketball in the sport media is an important
question.

If the problems are resolved and basketball is

again viewed positively by the media, it could be a positive
stimulus to the development of basketball in the Netherlands.

,,

'
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APPENDIX A
N.B.B. MEMBERSHIP TABLE

,Distric t

1951

1952

1953*
.r;- :

1954

1955

2,551

2,547

..Amsterdam

1,357 2,250

The Hague

180

251

348

East Brabant
Friesland
Gelder land
-Groninge n

225

345

260

324

Haarlem

269

380

490

574

27

Limburg

N. Holland-N.

245

240

271

338

Rotterdam

290

360

409

401

2,386

3,755

4,259

4,532

Twente
Utrecht
ljsselatre ek
Zeeland
General Hembers

N.B.B. Total
MembershiE

~Membership

figures for

3,755

1953 were not available.
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APPENDIX A
N.B. B. MEMBERSHIP TABLE
(continued)

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

Amsterdam

2 , 51 2

2,298

2,089

2,046

1,942

The Hague

372

433

395

331

253

162

179

District

East Bra bant

Friesland

Gelder l a nd
Groni ngen

259

268

181

240

248

Haarlem

602

5?4

637

638

536

59

66

58

109

Limburg

N. Holland-N.

357

288

254

325

502

Rotterdam

358

419

356

341

305

103

167

212

142

Twente
Utrecht
Ijsselstreek
Zeeland
14

·General Hembers

N.B.B. Total
Membershi E

4,460

4, 442 . 4, , .45

.. .

4,353

4,230
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N.B.B.

District
Ams t erdam

1961

M~1BERSHI P

(continued)

1962

TABLE

1963

2,114 2, 082 2, 059

1964

1965

2,241 2,331

The Hague

312

312

371

415

386

Ea s t Brabant

162

219

255

317

384

158

189

124

Friesland

65

Gelder land
Gron:Lngen

286

453

446

468

496

Haarlem

583

624

678

655

684

Limburg

152

150

107

69

240

515

487

497

538

540

324

396

330

418

524

284

3?4

499

519

215

308

459

513

88

57

5?

5,222 5 , 671

6,325

6 ,863

. N.

Holland- N.

Ro tterdam
Twente

Utrecht

1?5

Ijaselstreek
.Ze eland

General Members
N . B. B. Total

·Membership

4,623
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(continued)

District

~~

1966

1967 . 1968

1969

1970

. Amsterdam

2, 49l.t-

2,505

2,613

2,895

2,925

The Hague

458

587

645

7?8

849

East Brabant

411

461

593

793

831

Friesland

165

176

268

310

217

Gelderland

270

343

314

380

390

Groningen

539

515

519

572

659

.Haarlem

699

801

828

935

1 ,259

.Limburg

127

87

82

95

145

N. Holland-N.

682

659

670

667

635

598

714

854

978

1,165

Twente

614

676

704

720

595

-Utrecht

644
62

641

714

777

901

84

65

94

151

.13f:!·;.· . . ':218

297

13

27

. Rotte~dam

Ijsselstreek

Zeeland
General f-iembers

N.B.B. Total
Membershi p

7,763

13

13

8,262

9,013

10,212 11 , 046
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NoB.B. MEMBERSHIP TABLE
(continued)

1972

1973

1974

1975

· Amsterdam

3,055 3, 781

4,165

4,380

4,462

The Hague

1,324 1 ,632

1, 788

2,001

2,283

East Brabant

1,046

1 J 401

1 ,679

2,035

2,488

Friesland

254

367

405

601

663

Gelder land

539

671

842

960

1,067

912

9.59

1 ,049

1,349

Haa.rlem

724
1,330

1 ,566

2,001

2,135

2,347

Limburg

166

236

346

418

531

N. Holland-N.

717

726

755

943

930

1,394 1 ,587
881
573

1 ,887

2,320

2,853

1,206

1 ,308

1, 52.2

District

Groningen

Rotterdam
Twente

1971

. .

Utrecht

965

1,056

1 ,420

1 ,650

1,918

Ijsselatre ek

211

411

560

646

747

Zeeland

367

405

499

515

559

19

44

65

62

85

General Members
N. B. B. Total
Membershi E

12 1 682

15t676 18,577 21 ,023 23,804
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(continued)

1980*

District

1976

1977

1978

1979

Amsterdam

4,467

4,921

4,838

4,879

The Hague

2,680 2,988 .3,446

3,698

East Brabant

3,000

3,739

4,382

4,787

794

808

1,051

1,134

Gelder land

1,279

1 ,388

1 , 871

Groningen

1 ,54-8

1, 732

1,916

2,074 N. Holland
9,965
2,152

Haarlem

2,532 2,822

2,964

3,069

Friesland

Limburg
N. · Holland-N.

·Rotterdam

639

846

923

1 ,021

1,075

1,346

1,402

1, 458

3,220 3,597 3,969

3,906

Twente

1, 734

1, 785

2,026

1, 997

Utrecht

2,215

_2,345

2,742

2,902

Ijsselstreek

732

776

934

1 ,076

Zeeland

?93

939

894

877

General Hembers
N. B. B. Total

Membership

North
4,110

East

6,07.6

West

11 , 21 0

South

7,268

8 ·

26,716

30,032

33,363 35:030 38,620

•Beginning in 1980, membership was recorded by regions.
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APPENDIX B
. MEN'S NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
OF THE NETHERLANDS

Year

-Team
Amsterdam Championships

1945-1946

D., E. D.

1946-1947

D.E.D.

1947-1948

A.P.G.S.

1948-1949

A.M.V.J.

1949-1950

D.E.D.
National Championship Tournament

1950-1951

A.M.V.J./Amsterdam

1951-1952

D. E. D./Amsterdam

19.52-1953

D. E. D./Amsterdam

1953-1954

D. E. D./Amsterdam

1954-1955

A.M.V.J./Amsterdam

195.5-1956

D.E.D./Amsterdam

1956-1.9.57

Wolves/Amsterdam
National Competition

1957-1958

D.E.D./Amsterdam

1958-1959

Blue Stars/Amsterdam

1959-1960

Wolves/Amsterdam

Record
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MEN'S NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
OF THE NETHERLANDS
(continued)
Year

Team

Record

.Honor Division

1960-1961

Wolves/Amsterdam

21-1

1961-1962

Landlust/Amsterdam

22-0

1962-1963

Landlust/Amsterdam

22-0

1963-1964

Wolves/Amsterdam

22-0 .

1964-1965

Wolves/Amsterdam

21-1

1965-1966

Herly/Amsterdam

21-1

1966-1967

S. V.E./Utrecht

20-3

196?-1968

Flamingo's/Haarlem

21-1

1968-1969

Punch/Delft

21-2

1969-1970

Elue Stars/Amsterdam

25-5

1970-1971

Levi's/Haarlem

22-0

1971-1972

Lev1. 1 s/Haarlem

30-3

-1972-1973

Levi's/Haarlem

27-5

.1973-1974

T.ranaol/Rotterdam-South

33-5

1974-1975

Raak/Delft

34-2

1975-1976

Kinzo/Amstelveen

. 29-7

1976-1977

Kinzo/Amstelveen

33-3

1977-1978

Parker/Leiden

26-10

1978-1979

E.B.B.C./Den Bosch

31-5

1979-1980

Nashua/Den Bosch

34-6

APPENDIX C
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NATIONAL TEAM RECORD
Opponent

Location

Date

Coach

NL-Opp.a

E.C./Geneva, Switzerland

Ab
A

England
France
Switzerland
Luxemburg

A
A

1946
1946
1946
1946

SchmUll
schmull
schmull
Schmull

41-28
18-47
33-41

win

E.C./Prague, Czechoslovakia
Italy
Austria
Czechoslovakia
Poland
Rumania
Yugoslavia
Luxemburg

A

1947
1947
1947
1947
1947
1947

Schmull
SchmUll
Schmull
Schrnull
Schmull
Schmull

39-34
54-33
19-93
23-40
42-.50
47-51

He

7/1)/48

Schmull

win

A
A
A
A

A

E.C./Cairo, Egypt

A
A

1949
1949
1949
1949
1949
1949

Schmull
Schmilll
SchmUll
Schmull
SchmUll
schmull

28-46
25-58
40-37
23-.54
24-38
45-49

A
A

1/22/49
6/18/49

Bruyr1estyn
schmull

22-50
35-28

Greece
Franc·3
Syria
Egypt
Turkey
Lebanon

A

Belgium
Luxemburg

A
A

A

Invitational Tournament/Naples, Italy
France
Turkey
Yugoslavia
Italy
Switzerland

A
A

A
A

A

8/1949
8/1949
8/1949
8/1949
8/1949

abNL-Opp. =The Netherlands-Opponent
A= Away
cH=Home

Alden berg
Alden berg
Alden berg
Alden berg
Alden berg

26-59
39-65
27--53
27-51
. 42-41
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NATIONAL TEA1'1 RECORD
(continued)
Opponent

Location

Date

Coach

~11:-. _0pp.

World Championship Qualification Tournament
Nice, France
Switzerland
Yugoslavia
Belgium
Finland
Austri a

A

A
A
A
A

1/1950
1/1950
1/1950
1/1950
1/1950

van
van
van
van
van

Laar
Laar
Laar
Laar
Laar

30-56
20-58
15-39
30-41
- 51-15

van Someren
van Laar

33-41
35-56

Schmiill

46-49

Belgium
France

A

2/25/50
3/5/50

Belgium

A

1/13/51

H

E. C./Paris, France

A
A

5/1951
5/1951
5/1951
5/1951
5/1951
5/1951
5/1951
5/1951
5/1951

schmull
schmull
Schmull
schmull
schmull
schmull
Schmall
Schmfill

48-44
46-32
50-48
28-53
55-17
55-28
52-66
44-28
52-57

France
Luxemburg
Belgium
Belgium

A
H
H
A

1952
3/22/52
4/5/52
11/29/52

Brandt

27-58
47-30
43-71
34-52

Switzerland
Luxemburg
Belgium

A

35-41

A
H

den Boe!
1953
den Boef
1953
Someren
van
10/24/53

Belgium

A

10/23/54 van Somer en

34-60

Spain

H
A

3/2/55
3/20/55

van Someren
Koper

51-86
47-67

Switzerland
Luxemburg
France
Italy
Denmark
ScotlWld
Finland
Austria
Finland

France

A

A
A

A
A
A

A

Schmll,~~ -

Brandt
Brandt
Brandt .

win

49-101
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NATIONAL TEAM RECORD
(continued)

Opponent

Date

Coach

2/18/56
4/14/56
10/28/56

Koper
Koper

Luxemburg

H
H
H

Belgium
Luxemburg

A
A

2/16/57
11/23/57

van Pelt

63-99
63-44

H

3/1/58

Alden berg
Alden berg
Alden berg
Alden berg

44-88
55-65
62..:44

Belgium
France

Belgium
France
Sweden
Switzerland

Location

A
H
H

3/16/58
4/7/58
4/24/58

rran Eng Hauw
Koper

NL-Opp.
35-?1

43-100
43-58

55-57

Mariano Cup/Bologna, Italy
A
A
A
A

9/1958
9/1958
9/1958
9/1958

Alden berg
Alden berg
Alden berg
Alden berg

Belgi.um

H
A

Luxemburg

H

4/1/59
5/2/59
11/29/59

Alden berg
Alden berg
Janbroers

85-61

Belgium

3/5/60
4/17/60
4/20/60
4/22/60
10/31/60

Jan:broers
Janbroers
Janbroers

64-58
79-54

Denmark

H
A
A
A
H

Janbroers

55-66
62-43

·B elgium

A

2/4/61
4/1/61
4/15/61

Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers

52-69
59-60

-""R
' ussia

Italy
Hungary

Bulgari·a
Spain

Germany
Denmark
Sweden

W. Germany

H

Luxemburg

A

Janbroers

45-108
61-93

53-105
61-100

62-67
68-112
65-72

79-46

E.C./Belgrade, Yugoslavia
.Rumania

France
Sweden
-W. Germany

Finland
W. Germany

A
A

A
A
A

A

5/1961
5/1961
5/1961
5/1961

Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers

.5/1961

Janbroers

5/1961

Janbroers

Janbroers

66-84
54-91

48-47
49-45
72-79

56-53

:-:~
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NATIONAL TEAM RECORD -

(continued)
Loca t i on

0EJ20nent

Belgi um
Spain
Spain
Finland
Luxemburg
Luxemburg
-S Witzer l and
Sweden

H
H
H
H
H

Belgi um
England
Luxem bur g

A

Denmark

A

A
A
H

A

A

Date

Coach

NL-OEE·

2/17/62
3/19/62
3/20/62
4/21/62
4/28/62
11/8/62
11/10/62
12/30/62

Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers

79-83
78-88
64-75
76-96
92-46
89-43
78-57
107-60

2/2/63
3/23/63
4/19/63
4/20/63

Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers

59-68
97-35
76-48
87-41

E.C./Wro claw, Poland
Yugoslavia
Bulgaria
Finland
Italy
Israel
Hunga.ry
Belgium
Turkey
Turkey
Belgium

E. Germany ( B)

-Hungary
E. Germany(A)

Hungary

Janbroers
10/1963
Janbroers
10/1963
Janbroers
10/1963
10/1963 - Janbroers
10/1963 - Janbroers
Janbroers
10/1963

10/1963 -

A
A

10/1963
10/1963

jaJibroers
Janbroers
Janbroers

62-107
71-99
58-71
60-73
55-70
60-90
71-77
74-?2
62-64

H
A
A

2/1/64
3/28/64
3/29/64
3/30/64
4/22/64

Janbroers
Burgert
Burgert
Burgert
Janbroera

65-73
76-75
76-79
56-?4
75-102

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
H

Pre-Olympi c Tournament/Geneva, Switzerland
Spain

England
Belgium
Greece
France
Bulgaria

A
A
A
A

Luxemburg

A
A
A

England

A

6/1964
6/1964
6/1964
6/1964
6/1964
6/19 64
6/1 964
6/1964

Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
J anbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroors

80-85
66-84
55-87
67-72
48-65

?4-84

83-59

82-63
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NATIONAL TEAM RECORD
(continued)

Opponent

Locati on

Date

Coach

NL-Opp.

Finland
Sweden

A
A

. 11/15/64

11/14/64 Janbroers

Janbroers

?8-109
78-61

Belgitun

A

1/13/65

Janbroers

68-79

E.Ce Qualification Tournament
San Sebastian, Spain

Spain

1/1965

A

1/1965

?7-85
54-96
84-59

H
H

10/2/65

Burgert
Janbroers

60-58
90-60

A
A

SWitzerland

w.

Germany

We Germany

1/1965

Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers

Italy

10/3/65

Amsterdam Jubileum
Spain
Finland
Belgium

Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria

H
H
H
H
H

H

11/5/65
11/6/65

11/7/65

Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers

92-93
64-67
80-94

1/22/67
1/23/67
1/24/67

Steuer
Steuer
Steuer

85-80
82-92
92-78

E.C. Qualification Tournament
Oldenburg, West Garmany
West Germany

A

Hungary

A
A

Scotland
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia

A

li:;~rael

H
H

Israel

A

2/24/67
2/25/67
2/26/67

Steuer
Steuer
Steuer

78-80
83-82
100-66

8/29/67
8/30/67
9/23/67
9/24/67

Steuer
Steuer
Steuer
Steuer

62-89

52~73

82-72

?2-76
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~ATIONAL

TEAM RECORD
(continued)

0E_E2nent

Location

Date

Coach

NL-OpP.

E. C./Helsinki, Finland

Czechoslov akia
Spain
Hungary
Belgium

A
A

10/1967
10/1967
10/1967
10/1967
10/1967
10/1967
. 10/1967
10/1967
10/1967

Czechoslo vakia
Czechoslovakia

H
H

5/5/68
5/7/68

Finland
Belgium
Yugoslavi a
Rumania

Poland

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Steuer
Steuer
Steuer
Steuer
· steuer
Steu·e r
Steuer
Steuer

70-83
70-82
46-96
64-83
65-69
68-78
71-79
71-76
77-92

Steuer
Steuer

68-61
60-81

·-steuer

Austrian Federation Jubilee/Vienna
Switzerland
England
Austria

A
A

A

5/1968
5/1968
5/1968

Steuer
Steuer
Steuer

65-54

73-61
66-?3

Pre-Olympic Tournament/Sofia, Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Israel
Sweden
France
England
Poland
Finland
Greece

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

5/1968
5/1968
5/1968
5/1968
5/1968
5/1968
5/1968
5/1968

Steuer
Steuer
Steuer
Steuer
Steuer
Steuer
Steuer
Steuer

57-67
64-66
77-79
49-66

60-52

58-62
67-77
64-68

Christmas Tournament/Bremerhaven, West Germany
..Switzerland
Belgium
Sweden
Switzerland

W. Germany
Czechoolovakia
Israel
Israel

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

12/1968
12/1968

12/1968

12/1968

1/31/69

2/2/69
3/1969

3/19b9

Steuer
Steuer
Steuer
Steuer

84-56
71-69
63-73
52-74

Steuer
Steuer
Steue r
Steuer

75-48
49-64
55-63
56-71

. · ~( ·
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NATIONAL 'rEAM RECORD
(continued)
o:eEonent

Location

Date

Coach

NL-OEE·

E.C. Qualification Tournament
Haarlem, the Netherlands
Rumania
England
Yugoslavia
Scotland

H
H
H
H

5/1969
5/1969
5/1969
5/1969

Steuer
Steuer
Steuer
Steuer

69-80
87-72
65-81
103-76

Palermo, Italy Tournament
Italy
Poland
Rumania

A
A
A

9/1969
9/1969
9/1969

Steuer
Steuer
Steuer

46-72
61-78
46-49

Christmas Tournament/Bremerhaven, West Germany
Belgium

A

Derunark

A

W. Germany
Sweden
Austria

A
A
A

France

H

58-60

12/1969
12/1969
12/1969

12/1969
12/1969

Steuer
Steuer
Steuer
Steuer
Steuer

59-56
67-73
80-62

2/20/70

Steuer

58-58

80-65

Christmas Tournament/Bremerhaven, West Germany
Austria
Switzerland
Austria

12/1970

A

12j1970
12/1970

Kippers
Kippers
Kippers

77-85
89-72
74-84

Denmark
Denmark

A
A

France

4/3/71
4/4/71

A
A

Kippers
Kippers
Kippers
Kippers

82-51
86-50
65-107

France

A

A

4/23/71
4/24/71

52~79

E. C. Qualification TOurnament/Tel Aviv, Israel
Spain

A

Israel

A
A

Sweden

5/1971
5/1971
5/19?1

Kippers
Kippers
Kippers

75-103

58-70
62-68
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(continued)

Opponent

Location

Date

Coach

NL-Opp.

Christmas Tournament/Bremerhaven, West Germany
.Czechoslovakia
Austria

A
A

Denmark

A

12/1971
12/1971
12/1971

Mol
Mol
Mol

56-100
81-88

85-66

Sofia, Bulgaria Tournament
Bulgaria

A
A

Hungary

E. Germany
Poland

A
A

4/1972
4/1972
4/1972
4/1972

Hal
Mol

Mol
Mol

69-89
59-60
67-83

69-84

Pre-Olympic Tournament/the Netherlands

Albania

H
H
H

Bulgaria
Italy

H
H

Poland
France
Spain

H
H
H
H

5/1972
5/1972
5/1972
5/1972
5/1972
5/1972
5/1972
5/1972
5/1972

E. Germany

H

5;27/72

Czechoslo vakia
Belgium

Sweden

Mol
Hol
Mol
Mol
Mol
Mol
Mol
Mol
Mol

65-77
95-74
84-81
59 88
60-71
76-64

Mol

72-61

83-82

69-68
79-102

Bremerhaven, West Germany Tournament
Austria

A

Finlanci

A

4/1973
4/1973

Mol
Mol

86-79
82-81

Cluj, Rumania Tournament

E. Germany
Cuba

Rumania
· HWlgary

A
A
A
A

4/1973
4/1973
4/1973
4/197.)

Mol
Mol
Mol
Mol

67~66

62-90

65-89

79-83

1J9
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(continued)

Opponent

Location

Date

Coach

NL-Opp.

E.C e Qualification Tournament/Vienna, Austria

Scotland

A

Denmark

A

Israel
France
E. Germany
Austria

A
A
A
A

5/1973
5/1973
5/1973
5/1973
5/1973
5/1973

Argentina

H
A
A
A
A
A

5/5/74
10/25/74
10/26/74
10/27/74
12/14/74
12/15/'14

Denmark

Finland
Finland
Rumania
Rwnania

Mol

95-66

Moi Hol ·
Mol

Mol
Mol

73-62
71-67
52-60
58-68
78-70

Bruin
Sheridan

91-87
97-60

74-94

Sheridan

80-60
73-75
83-82

Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan

Bremerhav-en, West Germany Tournament
Denmark

Sheridan

A

12/1974
12/1974
12/1974

Sheridan

59-63

H
H
A
A

2/22/75
2/23/75
3/29/75
3/30/75

Sheridan
Sheridan
.Sheridan
Sheridan

106-104
77-83

A
A

Algiers
w. Gf'rmany
Rumania

Rumania
Poland
w. Germany

100-65
119-61

S~eridan

72~ 79

85-75

E. C. "B" Tournament/Hagen, West Germany
Wales
Germany
Bwitzerland
Moroco
Rumania
Hungary
France
Poland
Greece

w.

A
A
A

A
A
A
A

A
A

5/1975
5/1975
5/1975
5/1975
5/1975
5/1975
5/1975
5/1975
5/1975

Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan
.Sheridan
Sheridan
She;ridan
Sheridan
Sheridan

134-59
80-70
93-48
134-54
61-.8 4

82-63
90-87
93-85
83-68

. . : ... . .
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O,EEOnent

Location

Date

Coach

NL-OEE·

E. C. Tburnament/Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia

A
A
A

Italy
Turkey

Israel
Greece

A

Rumania

A
A

Poland

A

6/1975
6/1975
6/1975
6/1975
6/1975
6/1975
6/1975

Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan

76-102

64-69
64-71
80-81
66-65
80-74
66-86 ·

Prague, Czechoslovakia Tournament

Bulgaria
Czechoslovc.Jda
Hungary

Germany

A
A
A

12/1975
12/1975
12/1975
12/1975

Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan

68-67
70-71
?5-71
84-82

W. Germany

H

4/17/75

Sheridan

97-67

w.

A

Bremer haven, West Germany To urnarnent

Israel
England
W. Germany
Belgium

A
A
A
A

4/1976
4/1976
4/1976
4/1976

Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan

62-63

88-65

82-62
82-'84

Luik, Belgium Tournament

Israel

Belgium

A
A

4/30/76
5/1/76

Sheridan
Sheridan

83-81
91-70

Sophia, Bulgaria Tournament

Cuba
Canada
E. Germany
-Russia
Rumania

Bulgaria
Hungary

Israel
Iceland

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

5/1976
5/1976
5/1976
5/1976
5/1976
5/1976
5/1976

Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan
.Sheridan
Sheridan
.Sheridan

86-83

H

6/8/76
6/12/76

Sheridan
Sheridan

79-85
108-74

A

87~81

83-68
81-83
64-77
78-81
69-50
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Opponent

Location

Date

Coach

NL-Opp.

Pre-Olympic Tburnament/Hamilton, Canada

Mexico

A

Spain
England
Sweden
Poland
Bulgaria
Yugoslavia
Brazil
Czecho slovakia

A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A

6/1976
6/1976
6/1976
6/1976
6/1976
6/1976
6/1976
6/1976
6/19r/6

Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan

Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan
Sheridan

Sheridan
Sheridan

71-84
86-97
76-60
93-65
90-94
76-63

78-102
95.:.90
79-90

Bremerhaven, West Germany Tournament
Austria
Sweden
Belgium

A
A
A

4/1977
4/1977
4/1977

Janbroers
Janbroers

Janbroers

85-66
76-71
67-71

1

Luik, Belgium Tournament

France
Belgi um
W. Germany

France
France
France

A
A
A

4/29/77
4/30/w/7
5/1/77

Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers

90-84
74-92
?1-85

H

5/8/77
5/9/77
5/10/77

Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers

82-85

H

H

100-98

78-86

E.C. Qualification Tournament/Sweden, Finland
Sweden
w. Germany
Poland
Scotland
Hungary
Austria
Finland
France

A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A

5/1977
5/1977
5/197r/
5/1977
5/1977
5/1977
5/197r/
5/1977

Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers

Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers

69-68
94-68
93-87
108-72
69~67

74-71

61-57
67-72
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O,EEOnent

Location

Date

Coach

NL-OEE·

E. C./Belgium

Czechoslovaki a

A

Spain

A
A

Finland
Yugoslavia
Belgium
Bulgaria
Belgium

A
A
A
A

9/1977
9/1977
9/1977
9/1977
9/1977
9/1977
9/1977

Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroers
Janbroera

73-90
114-95
87-67
75-111
86-107
85-108
104-89

Decio Scuri Cup

Italy
France

A

H

5/1978
5/1978
5/1978
5/1978
6/1978
6/1978
6/1978
6/1978

Belgl.wn

A

5/28/78

Italy

H
A
A
A

France
Israel
Turkey

Israel

H
H

Turkey

Quinn

Quinn
Quinn
Quinn
Quinn

70-86
99-105
80-76
90-86
114-98
108-81
81-86
106-107

Quinn

95-70

Quinn

Quinn
Quinn

Friendship Tournament/Peking, China

China

A
A

Yugoslavia(B)

A

8/1978
8/1978
8/1978
8/1978
8/19'?8

China

A

8/1978

Japan

Phillipines
Mexico

A
A

\iuinn
Quinn
Quinn
Quinn

65-64
92-84
57-44
64-58
71-82

Quinn

62-70

Quinn

Stockholm, Sweden Tournament

12/1978

France

A

Greece
Sweden

A

A

12/1978

Finland

A

12/30/78

12/1978

~ttuinn

71-83
98-90
60-70

Quinn

71-87

Quinn
l.(.uinn
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Opponent

Locati on

-Date

Coach

NL-Opp.

Bremerhaven, Wast Germany Tournament

w.

Germany
Belgium
Belgium

A
A
A

4/1979
4/1979
4/1979

Quinn
Quinn
Quinn

67-63
83-79
69-51

Sweden
w. Germany
Belgium
Belgium

H
A
A
A

5/2/79
5/11/79
5/12/79
5/13/79

Quinn
Quinn
Quinn

93-71
99-79
92-77
117-76

~uinn

Prague, Czechoslovakia Tournament
Czechoslovakia
Belgium

A
A

5/1979
5/1979

Quinn
Quinn

85-94
95-72

E. C./Italy
Russia

A

6/1979
6/1979
6/1979
6/1979
6/1979
6/1979
6/1979

Quinn
Quinn
Quinn
Quinn
(tuinn
Quinn
Quinn

84-92
83-105
87-82
67-80
75-79
94-76
115-85

H
H

4/11/80
4/12/80

Sikking
Sikking

87-105
82-87

A
A

Spain
Bulgaria
France
Greece
Poland
Belgium

A
A
A

A

Russia
Czechoslovakia

Bremerhaven, West Germany Tournament
Israel
FinlaJld

w.

Germany

A
A
A

4/1980
4/1980
4/1 ~80

Sikking
Sikking
Sikking

76-69
72-74

67~89

Palma de Mallorca, Spain Tournament
Spain

A

Russia

A
A

France

4/1980

4/1980

4/1980

Sikking
Sikking
Sikking

81-87
75-91
96-75
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Location

Opponent

Date

Coach

NL-Opp.

Pre-Olympic Tournament/Lugano, Switzerland
Italy
Bulgaria
We Germany

A
A
A

5/1980
5/1980
5/1980

Sikking
Sikking
Sik.k.ing

65-95

103-75

62-73
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(continued)

1971 E.C./Tel Aviv
P. Rysewyk, C. Sideris, J. Dekker, H. Harrewyn, K. Pastor,
R. Harrewyn, K. Vrolyk, P. Ruysenaars, R. Tuinstra,
F. Kales, J. Loorbach, P. v. Tuyll

1972 Pre-Olympic/Amsterdam
J. Dekker, T. Boot, K. Vrolyk, H. Kip, K. Akerboom,
F. Kales, P. v. Tuyll, R. Harrewyn, H. Harrewyn, J. Sikking,
E. v. Woerkom, H. v. Wilgen
1973 E.C./Vienna .
K. Akerboom, K. Vrolyk, T. Boot, K. Smit, H. Harrewyn,
R. Tuinstra, J. Loorbach, W. Ombre, H. Kip, B. v.d. Molen,
Fe Kales, J. Sikking

1975 E.G./Yugoslavia

J. Sihlting, A. v. Helfteren , P. v. Tuyll, H. Kip, W. Ombre,
K. Akerboom, H. Harrewyn, J. Dekker, T•. Boot, J. v. Vliet,
D. Cramer, H. Pluim

1976 Pre-Olympic/Hamilton
J. Silcld.ng, C. Sideris, A. v. Helfteren, J. Wo udstra;
Ombre, H. Harrewyn, J. Dekker, W. Gorter, H. Pluim,
J. ·v ~ Vliet, K. Akerboom, H. Kip

. VI.

1977 E. c./Belgium
K. Limmen, J. Dekker, J. Woudstra, C. v.d. Lagemaat, H. Kip,
E. Hagens, A. Faber, K. Akerboom, D. Cramer, B. Kragtwyk,
J. Loorbach, R. Zwiera

1979 E.C./Italy .
M. Plaat, s. Bruinsma, H. Kip, J. Woudstra, E. Hagens,
A. Faber, J. Dekker, K. Akerboom, H. Kragtwyk, D. Cramer,
A. v. Helfteren, P. v. Tuyll
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1980 Pre-Olympic/Lugano

R. Ridderhof, D. Cramer, B. Kragtwyk, M. Plaat, E. Hagens,
A. Faber, s. Bruinsma, J. Woudstra, K. Akerboom, R. Wiel,
Pe v. Solm8 Ke Akerboom
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N1AP OF THE NETHERLANDS

*G
6

*H
4

North
Sea

13
*F12

J

*K
Important
Cities of the
Netherlands

Belgium

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

N.B.B. Districts
1~
2 ..

J.

4.
5~

6.
7.

Amsterdam
'rhe Ha[;ue
East .Uraban t
Friesland
Celderland
Groninl:en
Hnarlem

5

8.
910.
11.

12.
1 J.
1 ~~.

Limburg
N. Holland-N.
Hotterdam
'l'wen te
Utrecht
Ijsselstreek
Zeeland

F)
G)
H)
I)
J)
K)

L)
M)

Amsterdam
Rotterdam
'11 he Hague
Haarlem
Delft
Utrecht
GroninGen
Leeuwarden
Enschede
1\rnhem
Uen Bosch
Nymer;en
Lei den

